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To study the grain filling traits in wheat, two winter cultivars

and four spring cultivars were selected. The resulting Fl, F2, F3 and

backcrosses were tested. The following measurements were made:

a) Visual traits for physiological maturity (PM),

b) Grain dry weight accumulation,

c) Regression models for grain filling period,

d) Chlorophyll content and spectra analyses in flag leaves,

e) Sucrose content in top node of stems.

Of the six visual traits noted, the complete loss of green color

from glumes was the best indicator of physiological maturity (PM),

however it did vary among the different genotypes tested. Measurements

of chlorophyll content and shift in the second derivative spectra of

chlorophyll offered a more accurate estimate of PM than any visual

traits in a growth chamber. A shift in the second derivative spectra

was earlier than PM under field conditions. There was a good agreement

between the date when the sucrose content in the top node of wheat stem

fell to the minimum level and PM; this date seems to be a good



indicator of PM. The shift of band Ca 693 in the fourth derivative

spectra during grain filling had different patterns in the hybrid

suggesting that the shift be controlled by cytoplasmic factor(s).

The linear model monitoring the linear phase of grain filling is

better than the polynomial models monitoring the whole period of grain

filling for estimating the rate and duration of grain filling.

Additive and non-additive gene actions were both significant in

inheritance of the grain filling rate, effective duration and grain

weight. Additive gene action was more important for the grain weight

and less important for the effective duration of grain filling than

non-additive gene action. Narrow sense heritability estimates were low

for the grain filling rate and duration and high for grain weight.

Grain filling rate was positively correlated with grain weight and

grain yield and negatively associated with the duration of grain

filling. The effective duration of grain filling also had a positive

direct effect on grain yield, however this relationship was obscured by

strong negative relation between the rate and effective duration of

gain filling.
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IDENTIFICATION AND INHERITANCE OF FACTORS INFLUENCING
THE RATE AND DURATION OF GRAIN FILL IN SELECTED WHEAT

POPULATIONS (Triticum aestivum L.em Thell)

INTRODUCTION

Archbold (1945) demonstrated that grain development is largely

based on current assimilation involving the spike, rather than on the

translocation of assimilates stored in the stems. Subsequently,

particular attention has been given to crop photosynthesis during the

grain filling period as a major determinant of yield. Current

assimilate as the main source for grain filling in wheat has also been

demonstrated by several other investigators (Thorne, 1974; Evans et

al., 1975).

Recent evidence has suggested that the capacity to store

assimilates in the grain may limit yield as much as the capacity of the

crop to provide assimilates during the grain filling period (Evans,

1972, 1975; and Yoshida, 1972). Thus the question surfaces as to

whether genetic variability in the grain weight is accounted for by a

difference in the supply of assimilates to the grain, or by a

difference in the capacity of the grain to utilize the assimilate.

After flowering, the grain yield of wheat is determined by the

rate of grain filling and duration of the grain filling period, in

which complex anatomical and biochemical changes occur. Early

investigations of the grain filling period have looked at variations in

chemical, physiological and morphological factors which may influence

the development of grain from anthesis to maturity. Only in recent

years has the rate and duration of grain filling been evaluated as
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possible measures of physiological efficiency of different genotypes,

and as a major factor in determining grain yield of wheat and other

cereal crops (Daynard et al., 1971; Johnson and Tanner, 1972; Carter

and Poneleit, 1973; Cross, 1975).

The objectives of this investigation were: a). To evaluate visual

and other easily measuring indicators of physiological maturity; b). To

develop the best polynomial regression model fitting curves of grain

dry weight accumulation and use it to estimate rate and duration of

grain filling; c). To detect if there is genetic variation of the grain

filling traits in the populations used in this study; d). To estimate

the general combining ability (GCA) effects of the parents and the

specific combining ability (SCA) effects of the combinations of the

parents for these traits in a 6 X 6 diallel cross; e). To estimate

genetic components and heritabilities in the narrow sense for the grain

filling traits and grain weight; f). To estimate correlation

coefficients between the grain filling traits and grain weight, grain

yield, and other agronomic traits; g). To detect physiological changes

occurring in source and translocation systems of wheat during grain

filling.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Duration of grain filling

The grain filling process in cereals consists of three periods, a)

initial lag period, b) linearly accumulating period, and c) final

leveling off of dry matter accumulation. An agronomic definition of

grain filling duration is that period from anthesis to physiological

maturity, which includes all three periods (Walpole and Morgan, 1970).

The physiological maturity (PM) is defined as the attainment of the

maximum dry weight of grain.

In many physiological studies, grain filling duration is

considered as the linearly accumulating period, as this period usually

accounts for at approximately 90% of final grain weight (Johnson and

Tanner, 1972). This definition of grain filling duration should

represent a relative measure of the effective filling period and is

sometimes refereed to as the effective duration of grain filling. As

such it is considered more meaningful than the agronomic duration of

grain filling in determining grain yield (Daynard et al.,1971).

Pronounced differences between cultivars of wheat, rice (Orvza

sativa L.), corn (Zea mays L.), and barley (Hordeum vulgare L. ) in the

duration of grain filling have been found (Stoy, 1965; Rawson and

Evans, 1971; Rasmusson et al., 1979; and Perenzin et al., 1980). There

is considerable evidence suggesting that grain filling duration is

important in determining yield in corn and the duration will respond to

selection. A positive relationship between grain filling duration and

grain yield was reported in corn (Daynard et al., 1971; Cross, 1975;
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and Ottaviano and Camussi, 1981). However, Daynard and Kannenberg

(1976) found some notable exceptions which led them to speculate that

grain filling duration may be only indirectly related to yield.

The relationship between grain filling duration and grain yield in

small cereals is less clear. Watson et al. (1963) reported that

recently developed cultivars of both winter and spring wheat yielded

more grain than older cultivars, partly because their spikes emerged

sooner, thus lengthening the period of grain growth. An extension of

the grain filling period by improved control of diseases during this

period accounted for much of the recent yield increases in Western

Europe (de Wit, 1981). A positive relationship between grain filling

duration and yield was also found in durum wheat (Triticum turgidum

L.). The relationship was attributed to the positive effects of grain

filling duration on kernels per spike and kernel weight (Gebeyehou et

al., 1982). For wheat the duration of grain filling has been observed

to vary from 19 to 56 days (Borghi et al., 1981; Rawson and Evans,

1971).

Nass and Reiser (1975) and Li and Zeng (1985) found no

relationship between grain filling duration and yield in spring wheat.

Similarly, no significant association between grain filling duration

and the components of yield was found in rice (Jones et al., 1979),

barley (Metzger et al., 1984), and oats (Wych et al., 1982). Barley

-cultivars with a long vegetative period were reported to produce more

kernels per spike and higher yields than those with a long grain

filling period (Aksel and Johnson, 1961).
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Rate of grain filling

A common definition of the grain filling rate is the grain yield

per unit divided by the duration of grain filling. As such the unit of

grain yield can be one unit of land (kg ha-1 day-1, or g m-2 day-1),

one spike (g spike-1 day-1), or one grain (mg grain-1 day-1) (Sofield

et al, 1977; Sayed and Gadallah, 1983). Since the actual rate of grain

filling will change during grain growth, this definition is a mean rate

of grain filling over the entire grain development period. Differences

among cultivars in the rate of grain filling per spike will usually be

much greater than those per grain because of substantial differences in

grain number per spike.

The definition of grain filling rate can also only represent the

linear accumulating period, since it can be easily estimated by the

slope of the linear regression equation, and seems to more closely

correlate to sink capacity. So different grain filling rates could also

result, depending upon whether or not the lag period and/or leveling

off period is included when estimating the duration of grain filling.

Large differences between cultivars in the grain filling rate have

been found in corn, rice and wheat (Rawson and Evans, 1971; Jones et

al., 1979; and Perenzin et al., 1980). The rates of grain filling per

kernel in corn range from 6-10 mg day-1 among cultivars (Carter and

Poneleit, 1973). Such rates are far higher than those of the temperate

cereals, which have been found to vary from 0.5 to 2.3 mg kernel-1 day-

1. In wheat the rate is usually less than 2 mg kernel-1 day-1 (Sofield

et al., 1977; Simmons and Crookston, 1979). Rawson et al. (1970)

reported that the averaged grain filling rates of the linear accumulate
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period in wheat were 1.39 to 1.66 mg per grain per day between 8 and 29

days after anthesis. However, Sayed and Gadallah (1983) reported the

rate of the entire grain filling period averaged over cultivars and

seasons in wheat was only 0.9 mg per kernel per day. The difference

between the two estimates may be due to the grain filling duration used

and whether all three periods of the grain filling were included.

Nass and Reiser (1975) found that estimated grain filling rates

have a significant correlation (r=0.84) with final grain yields in

spring wheat cultivars, suggesting a causal relationship between the

two traits. They suggested that the most efficient use of the short

growing season for spring wheat can be achieved by developing cultivars

with a high grain filling rate. However, no significant correlation

between yield and the rate of grain filling was found in corn (Cross,

1975).

Jonse et al. (1979) reported that grain filling rate was

positively and significantly correlated with actual panicle weight and

grain weight and negatively correlated with panicle per square meter in

rice. Millet and Pinthus (1983) found that differences in grain weight

of wheat genotypes as well as differences in weight between the grains

within a single wheat spike, were due primarily to differences in the

rate of grain filling. A strong positive association between grain

weight and rate of grain filling has been found in wheat (Sofield et

al., 1977; Perenzin et al., 1980; and Li and Zeng, 1985). However,

Sayed and Gadallah (1983) reported that grain filling rates were

positively correlated with grain number per square meters but not grain

weight.
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Relationship between rate and duration of grain filling

The relationship between rate and duration of grain filling has

been reported as low and positive in wheat (Perenzin et al., 1980),

negative in wheat (Poneleit et al. 1980), or nonsignificant in rice

(Jones et al., 1979) and in corn (Bagnara and Daynard, 1982). However,

a common problem in above studies is that the two traits were not

measured independently.

Some studies showed that the grain filling duration was more

important in determining grain yield than the rate of grain filling.

Binghm (1969) indicated that the duration of grain filling was

important in determining grain yield of wheat by increasing the sink

capacity as a result of extending the period of spike development.

Evans (1975) also indicated that the duration was a more powerful

determining factor of grain yield in wheat than the grain filling rate.

In contrast, it has been found that the rate of grain filling was

more important in determining the grain yield. The differences in grain

weight between cultivars of wheat were reported to be associated with

the differences in the rate, rather than the duration. This association

could be due to the dependence of the rate of the dry matter

accumulation on sink capacity of the grain (Pinthus and Sas-Shalom,

1978). Sayed et al. (1983) and Van Sanford (1985) also pointed out that

the grain yield was related to the grain filling rate but not to the

grain filling duration, and that the number of kernels per spike was

more important than the grain size in relation to the grain filling

rate.
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Source-sink relation during grain filling

The rate of grain filling is not directly related to the

photosynthesis rate during grain filling of corn. Plant parts such as

the stem can function as a temporary sink for assimilates (Duncan et

al., 1965; and Palmer, 1969). On the other hand, Asana et al. (1969)

suggested that current photosynthesis in the source determines largely

the rate of grain filling in wheat. The grain filling rate has also

been found to be decreased by defoliation, and increased by a partial

kernel removal. However, the treatments had no significant effects on

duration of grain filling (Simmon et al., 1982). It has been reported

that increased assimilate supplies increased rate and duration of seed

filling, and final seed weight in soybean (Egli et al., 1985). While a

reduction in the supply of assimilates lowered seed filling rate, but

did not affect final seed weight due to a longer duration of seed

filling. The seed filling traits were influenced by the supply of

assimilate to the seed during the linear phase of seed growth.

It has been speculated that differences in the rate of grain

filling may be associated with the kernel sink strength (Daynard and

Kannenberg, 1976). Shannon (1974) indicated that the number and size of

starch granules may be the limiting factor for rate of grain filling

during the linear period. The rate of grain filling may be regulated in

cereals by several factors in the sink, such as, 1) enzymatic activity

involved in the uptake of sucrose by the endosperm (Boyle et al.,

1980), 2) size of ovary tissues before fertilization, 3) efficiency of

starch synthesis from sucrose (Jenner and Rathjen, 1978), 4) the number

of endosperm cells synthesizing starch (Shannon, 1974), and 5) hormonal
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activities in embryo and endosperm (Michael and Seiler-Kelbitch, 1972).

Indicators of physiological maturity

The common procedure of describing pattern of grain filling in

genetic or physiological studies was to sample spikes continuously from

anthesis to physiological maturity. This method is time consuming and

limits the number of genotypes and plants within populations that could

be tested. Therefore it is difficult to be used in selection programs.

This problem can be solved if visual or easily measure indicators of PM

can be identified.

Cessation of grain filling in corn is indicated by the formation

of a black closing layer in the placental region (Kiesselbach and

Walker, 1952). Daynard and Duncan (1969) proposed the use of this

criterion to determine PM in corn. Similar dark closing layers have

also been found as the indicator of PM in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor 11.1

Moench) (Eastin et al., 1973), pear millet (Panicum miliaceum L.)

(Fussell and Dwarte, 1980), and oats (Avena sativa L.) (Lee et al.,

1979). The development of these dark layers is probably responsible for

blocking the pathway of assimilate translocation into the kernel.

Unfortunately in wheat, barley, and rice, a similar black layer

has not been observed, thus other visual or easily measured indicators

of PM have been sought. Because of the relative ease with which

cessation of grain growth can be determined in corn and sorghum, more

is known of inheritance of grain filling and its relation to the yield

in those crops than in temperate cereals.

It has often been reported that the cessation of grain filling
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corresponds closely with the disappearance of chlorophyll from the

spikes and flag leaves (Asana and Williams, 1965; Spiertz, 1974; and

Warrington et al., 1977). Copeland (1983) suggested that loss of green

color from 95% of the peduncles coincided with PM in barley. He further

observed that loss of green color from 50% of the spikes occurred on

essentially the same day as the loss of green color from 95% of the

peduncles. A pigment strand has been found to appear as a dark brown or

black spot in the crease when kernel were cross-sectioned and as a dark

line in longitudinal section through the crease of mature wheat kernel.

Of 13 visual traits observed during the grain filling of wheat, the

first appearance of the pigment strand in the grain crease most closely

coincided with the PM. The difference between the date of first

appearance of the pigment strand and the PM was stable among genotypes

within each environment, although environment did affect the magnitude

of this difference. The complete loss of green color from the glume

also occurred close to the PM (Hanft and Wych, 1982). The cessation of

assimilate movement into the wheat kernel was associated with the

development of the pigment strand (Sofield et al., 1977).

Variation in source and translocation systems during grain filling

a) Chlorophyll in flag leave

Knowledge of the state of chlorophyll in vivo after anthesis is

essential to understand the source activity during grain filling. Many

different states or groups of chlorophyll molecules exist in vivo.

Spectral resolution has shown that these groups can be represented by a

few component curves at similar wavelength but different size of the
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curves in different plants. Essentially all of the chlorophyll in plant

membranes is attached to proteins (Thornber et al.,1979). Recently,

there has been considerable progress in separating several chlorophyll-

protein complexes which differ in their molecular weight or chlorophyll

a (Ca) and chlorophyll b (Cb) content. Different chlorophyll-protein

complexes have their own unique but still complex Ca spectra (Brown,

1977). The wavelength (nm) of the principal bands are Cb 640, Cb 649,

Cb 666, Cb 670, and Cb 675-676; and Ca 675, Ca 684, Ca 693, Ca 697-699,

and Ca 703-710 (French et al., 1972; Brown and Schoch, 1981).

Chlorophyll and its components are conveniently measured by

spectrophotometry of leaf extracts in organic solvents. However, the

procedures of extracting chlorophyll is time consuming and alters the

protein-chlorophyll complex structures found in vivo. Chlorophyll

components can be determined quantitatively without extraction by

reflection attenuance (reflectance) and attenuance measurements.

Reflectance offers some difficulties since the characteristics of the

leaf surface influences the values obtained (Terashima and Saeki, 1983;

Daley, 1986).

The curve analysis with a computer program like RESOL (French et

al., 1972), and the derivative analysis are commonly carried out on

spectra of chlorophyll-protein complexes to gain information about the

state of chlorophyll in vivo. The derivative analysis of a curve

accurately describe the shape of that curve and indicates the presence

and approximate location of component bands. The curve analyses not

only measure the relative amounts of component bands, but also indicate

their number and position with greater precision than derivative
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analysis. However, fourth derivative curves show certain differences

between spectra more clearly than do the curve analysis (Brown and

Schoch, 1981). Band resolution at -196°C is much greater than at room

temperature (Butler and Hopkins, 1970); however, microprocessor

equipped instrumentation greatly increases resolution at room

temperature (Daley, 1986).

Variations in chlorophyll content are recognized within and

between crop species and have been correlated with agronomic

performance (Palmer and Fleming, 1970). Some Chlorophyll a and

Chlorophyll b associated with the chlorophyll-protein complex of light

harvesting (LHC) has been found missing in a barley mutant (Brown and

Schoch, 1982). Chlorophyll a content in flag leaves from 19 wheat

cultivars was reported to vary by a factor of 2.3 (Boyd and Walker,

1972). An almost perfect coincidence of the data when grain filling

ceased and chlorophyll in leaves was completely decomposed was observed

(Herzon, 1982). The chlorophyll content of flag leaf roughly paralleled

RUBP carboxylase activity and the rate of photosynthesis in flag leaves

of wheat which are the most important indices of source activity. Thus

the chlorophyll content monitored the source activity during grain

filling of wheat (Herzon and Stamp, 1982).

b) Translocation of sucrose into grain

The Bausch and Lomb hand-held refractometer is widely used to

measure the Brix reading or percent soluble solids in the juice from

tissues of agronomic and horticultural crops, such as sweet corn, sugar

cane and sugar beets. The Brix reading is an expression of the
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refractive index using the corresponding percent of dissolved sucrose

which gives a similar index. This simple inexpensive measurement is

easily obtained and can be used in selection program and in commercial

production.

A good correlation within each inbred between Brix reading and

sucrose content in the stalks was found in corn (Van reen and

Sigtetion, 1952). Achievement of PM and collapse of vascular tissue

were reported to be apparently simultaneous in barley, but collapse of

the transport system in wheat occurred after PM (Lingle and Chevalier,

1985).

Pattern of grain filling and regression models to fit curve of grain

filling

Wheat and other cereals characteristically have an approximately

linear grain filling period within the overall sigmoidal pattern. Li

and Zeng (1985) reported that increase in grain volume followed a

parabolic curve while increase in grain weight followed a sigmoid

curve. Previous studies showed that after a short lag period, usually

6-10 days after anthesis in wheat, the deposition of the dry matter

into the grain increased linearly until the PM is reached (Sofield et

al., 1974; King, 1974).

The grain filling process of corn could be divided into two parts

which roughly correspond to the lag period and the linearly increasing

period. A linear regression model was developed by the data of final

yield plus two or three samples of ears during grain filling to fit the

linear period of grain filling (Jonson and Tanner, 1972). Rawson and
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Evans (1971) compared grain filling rate among cultivars of wheat

through linear estimates over the linear period of grain filling

process. But this method suffers from the subjective choice of a linear

period of grain filling. To avoid the subjectivity, Sofield et al.

(1977) proceeded as follows. Four data points in the middle region of

the linear phase of grain filling were selected, a least squares fit

determined and a correlation coefficient calculated. This middle region

was then progressively extended by the inclusion of data points which

were possible out of the limits of the linear period and within the

initial lag period or the final leveling period. The least squares fit

and the correlation coefficient was recalculated after every inclusion.

This procedure was continued until inclusion of a data point no longer

gave a better linear fit and the data point was discarded.

Others preferred to model the entire grain filling period using

curves. A cubic polynomial regression model of the pattern of grain

filling was developed in rice which was the best model as judged by the

lack of fitness test (Jones et al., 1979). A similar cubic polynomial

model fit the dry matter accumulation data of wheat (Hanft and Wych,

1980). Nass and Reiser (1975) reported that the square root

transformation of the grain filling data in wheat gave the best results

for meeting the assumptions of regression analysis, and a quadratic

polynomial sufficed to fit the data of all cultivars tested except one,

which required a cubic polynomial.

Environmental factors influencing the grain filling traits

Some environmental factors, such as temperature, light, water
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stress, and consequently photosynthesis, have been studied recently in

the relation to the rate and duration of grain filling. Of those

factors, the temperature during the grain filling is the most important

in determining the grain filling traits. High temperature, day or

night, shortened the duration of grain filling in wheat, sorghum and

japonica rice to such a degree that grain yields are reduced and more

carbohydrate reserves are left in the plants (Nagato et al., 1961). But

temperature seems to have little effect on grain filling duration of

corn (Peaslee et al., 1971).

The rate of grain filling increases with temperature in rice,

wheat, and corn. With wheat and japonica rice the increase in rate was

not compensated for the reduction in duration of filling, with the

result that grain yield tended to be reduced at higher temperatures.

However, in tropical rice cultivars such as IR 20, the increased rate

of grain filling may compensate for the reduced duration at high

temperatures (Yoshida, 1972). Warrington et al. (1977) reported that

the grain yield of wheat increased when the duration of grain growth

was extended by low temperature conditions. Raising the temperature

during grain development from 21°C to 30 °C did not affect the filling

rate of wheat, but caused early cessation of grain filling leading to

low final kernel weight. Whereas decreasing the temperature from 21°C

to 15°C gave lower filling rate, but did not affect the maximum kernel

weight (Sofield et al., 1977). A rise in temperature from 15°C to 25°C

increase the grain filling rate of wheat, but the duration of grain

filling was shortened by at least 30%, and the final grain weight

reduced (Spiets, 1974).
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At the lower temperatures the linear growth period of grain in

wheat often proceeds until it ceased fairly abruptly upon reaching

final grain weight. At high temperature following the initial high

rates there was often a more gradual approach to final grain weight.

Wieganel and Cuellar (1981) summarized several literature reports and

noted that the average shortening of the grain filling duration under

high temperature was 3.3 days per °C. They suggested that temperature

appears to be the dominant factor affecting the persistence of

chlorophyll in the leaves, awns, and glumes and pacing plant senscense,

with the resulting control of overall duration of grain filling. The

greater grain filling rate under higher temperature corresponded to an

increase in the rate of cell division in the endosperm tissues, but the

final number of cell formed in an endosperm did not vary significantly

(Wardlaw, 1970). Wiegand and Cuellar (1981) concluded that genetic

factors (cultivar) dominate the rate of grain filling and environment

(temperature) dominates the duration of grain filling.

Light had different effects on the grain filling of different

cultivars in wheat. There was a close relation between leaf

photosynthetic rate as influenced by illuminance, and the rate of grain

filling per spike and the final grain yield per spike. On the other

hand, the duration of linear grain growth was scarcely influenced by

illuminance (Warrington et al., 1977). But Sofield et al. (1974) found

that only at very low light intensities, combined with high

temperatures, did an increase in light intensity result in faster grain

filling rate in some wheat cultivars.
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Inheritance of the grain filling rate and duration

The GCA effects of grain filling rate and duration in corn were

larger than the SCA effects. This suggests that the simple selection

techniques should be effective in improving these traits (Cross, 1975).

Significant genotype X year interactions of grain filling duration

and rate have been found in corn. However these interactions were low

compared with genotypic variances, particularly for the grain filling

rate. High broad sense heritabilities, 84.2% for duration and 97.0% for

rate of grain filling were also reported in corn (Peremzin et al.,

1980). Significant genotype X environment interactions of grain filling

traits were found in wheat, however these were not of a magnitude that

would preclude identification of superior genotypes in a selection

program (Van Sanford, 1985).

Some yield differences between inbred lines of corn and their

hybrids might be explained by differences in effective duration and

rate of grain filling. The inbred lines had lower grain filling rates

and much shorter grain filling durations (Johnson and Tanner, 1972).

Improved hybrids developed through reciprocal recurrent selection for

grain yield in corn were associated with an extension of the grain

filling period (Fakorede and Mock, 1978). Perenzin et al. (1980)

compared the performance of well-adapted hybrids with cultivars and

showed that their rate of grain filling and grain weight was slightly

above those of the cultivars, while duration for grain filling of the

hybrids greatly exceeded that of the cultivars.

No data are available regarding the inheritance of the grain

filling rate and duration in wheat, and the genetic pattern of these
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traits is still unknown.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were conducted in the greenhouse and on the Hyslop

agronomy farm during the three year period from 1983 to 1986. Results

from the experiments were analyzed using the SAS computer program. Two

soft white winter cultivars, Stephens and Hill, and four Chinese soft

red spring cultivars, SC3, SC5, SC7 and SC9, were the experimental

materials chosen for this study. These cultivars differ in growth habit

and other agronomic traits. Stephens and SC9 are popular cultivars in

the Pacific Northwest of the United States and in the Province of

Sichuan and its neighboring area of the People's Republic of China,

respectively.

Experiments conducted during the 1983-1984 growing season

The F1's were obtained from crosses involving Stephens with SC3,

SC5, and SC9, and Hill with SC3, SC5, and SC9. To make the crosses,

germinated seeds of the winter parents and the subsequent F1's were

vernalized in a growth chamber at 8°C for 6 and 3 weeks, respectively.

To make the initial crosses and the backcrosses the parental cultivars

were also sown at different times due to the variation among cultivars

in flower dates. The crosses made in the greenhouse were divided into

two sets. Set 1 included the Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 of the crosses

previously noted. While the second set included a diallel cross of the

six parents, excluding reciprocals.

The same six parental cultivars and five F1's from Stephens with
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SC3, SC5, and SC9, and Hill with SC5, and SC9 were also grown in a

randomized complete block design with three replications in the field.

The seeds were first sown in pots in a greenhouse on Oct. 14, 1983.

After 17 days the seedlings were transplanted into the field. The

individual seedlings were planted in rows 30 cm apart with 20 cm

between plants within a row. Each plot contained single row of 10

plants for all parents and F1's.

At the Hyslop agronomy farm the soil type is a fine silty mixed

mesic Aqultic Argixeroll. A winter rainfall pattern provides a wet

environment through most of the growing season. Total amount of

precipitation during the 1983-84 season was 1268 mm. Average minimum

and maximum temperatures of the year were -0.5°C and 27.4°C in January

and August, respectively.

An amount equivalent to 70 kg/ha of nitrogen in the form of urea

(46-0-0) was incorporated to the experimental area in split

applications: 22 kg/ha at planting time and 48 kg /ha during early

spring. An application of the herbicide Diuron at the rate of 1.68

kg/ha was used to control weeds, mainly the grass Poa annua. In the

spring, weed infestation was severe and manual weeding was performed as

well.

Anthesis date for each spike was recorded when anthers extruded

between the lemma and palea of the first flowering spikelet. All spikes

of the primary tillers were tagged at anthesis for sampling. Sampling

of five spikes each began 14 days after anthesis at 5-day interval from

14 to 24 days and again from 34 to 44 days after anthesis. Between 24

and 34 days after anthesis, the samples were taken at 2-day interval. A
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total of 10 samples of 50 spikes were taken from each plot during the

grain filling. The samples were then dried at 60°C for 48 hours. Twenty

seeds were separated from the two basal florets of the middle spikelets

in each sampled spike and a total of 100 dry grains were taken from

each five-spike sample. The weight (g) of 100 dry grains from each

sample was recorded for each plot. The data of the dry grain weights

for each plot were plotted against the days after anthesis to compose

curves of grain dry matter accumulation for each parents grown in

greenhouse and in the field. The physiological maturity (PM) of each

plot was determined by the date when the curve of grain dry matter

accumulation of this plot reached its maximum value. The average value

of PM for each genotype was the mean of the PM values from the three

replications.

During the grain filling period, visual indicators were recorded

for five cultivars, Stephens, Hill, SC3, SC5 and SC9, and the five F1's

grown in the field, the indicators included the complete disappearing

of green color from 1) grain, 2) flag leaf, 3) top node, 4) glume, 5)

lemma, 6) entire spike. Each of the visual indicators was compared with

the PM to determine if it could be used as an indicator of PM in

subsequent genetic studies. The ranges, means and standard deviations

of the differences between the PM and the date of occurrence of each

visual traits among genotypes observed were analyzed.

Polynomial and linear regression models were developed to describe

the process of grain filling and to estimate PM and grain filling rate

and duration. For polynomial models, the date of PM was determined by

taking the derivative of this polynomial equation, setting dy/dx=0, and
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solving for the independent variable time. The estimate of grain

filling duration as its definition was the time from anthesis to the

date of PM. The average rate of grain filling was estimated using the

final grain weight divided by the grain filling duration (Jones et al.,

1979; Hanft and Wych, 1982). The linear to the third polynomial

regression models were fitted to the sample data of the entire period

of grain filling for each parents and F1's grown in the field. The best

model was judged by: 1) the coefficient of determination (R2) value

which should be at least 0.05 larger than R2 values of models, which

include fewer independent variables than the best model, and 2) all

independent variables in the best model must be significant at 0.05

level. A stepwise variable selection method was used to improve the

best model by simplifying the model or increasing the R2 value, or

both.

A linear regression model was also developed to fit the linear

phase of grain filling for each plot. The method of choosing the data

points within the limits of linear phase was the opposite of the

findings reported by Sofield (1977). The regression procedure of the

SAS program first included all data points of the grain dry weight in a

plot, then the non-linear data points were eliminated at the start or

end stages of grain filling period. If exclusion of such a data point

would improve the R2 value of the linear regression model, the data

point might not be within the limits of linear phase and was discarded.

The rate of grain filling was estimated directly by the slope of the

linear regression model. The effective duration of grain filling was

determined from final grain weight divided by the grain filling rate.
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Experiments conducted during the 1984-1985 growing season

Germinated seeds included parents, Fl, F2, and BC1 and BC2 of the

populations Stephens with SC3 and SC9 were vernalized in a growth

chamber at 8°C for 2-6 weeks depending on their vernalization

requirement. The seedlings of each of the populations were transplanted

into 15 cm pots in a randomized complete block design with three

replications and grown in the greenhouse. Each of the pots was amended

with 11 g of lime and 5 g of Peters fertilizer (20-20-20). The pots

were fertilized twice with a total 5 g of Peters fertilizer (20-20-20)

applied during early stages of plant growth. A mean temperature of

20°C and a 12 h-photoperiod were employed. Each of the parental plots

consisted of 20 pots and 40 seedlings with Fl plots represented by 20

pots with 20 seedlings. Thirty pots with 60 seedlings made up each F2

plots. Each of BC1 and BC2 plots had 30 pots and 30 seedlings. When the

plants in a pot began to flower, they were moved to a growth chamber

with a 21°/19°C (day / night) temperature and 120 W m-2 of 10 h-

illumination.

Each of the populations Stephens with SC3, SC5, and SC9, and Hill

with SC3, SC5, and SC9 were also planted in a randomized complete block

design with three replications in Oct. 21, 1984 in the field in the

same manner in term of row and plant spacings as in 1983-84. Each of

parental plots consisted of six rows, while the F1's, F2's, and BC1 and

BC2's had four, 15, and six rows respectively. Each row contained 8-10

seeds depending on the available amount of the Fl and backcross seeds.

The total amount of precipitation during the 1984-85 growing
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season was 947 mm. Average minimum and maximum temperature for the year

was -2.2 °C and 30.6 °C in January and July, respectively.

Nitrogen in the form of urea (46-0-0) was applied on the

experimental area in split applications, 16 kg /ha at planting time, 52

kg/ha during early spring. Other cultural practices were the same as in

the previous year.

A second population representing the F1's of the diallel cross and

their six parents were transplanted into 15 cm pots in a randomized

complete block design with three replications. After the seedlings were

vernalized, the pots were moved into a greenhouse. Each of the plots of

the parents and F1's of the diallel cross had the same numbers of pots

and seedlings as the parental and F1's used in the backcross population

for the greenhouse study. The soil and fertilizer for the pots and the

greenhouse management were also the same as in set 1.

Parents and F1's of this diallel cross were also planted at the

Hyslop agronomy farm with the same design and methods as employed with

the field trial of the backcross populations.

Data for grain filling were collected in all above experiments

using the same methods as previously described in the experiments of

1983-1984 growing season. The one exception was that the sample

intervals were every five days from nine to 54 days for the materials

in greenhouse and growth chamber and from nine to 49 days for the field

trial following anthesis.

A linear regression equation was identified from the grain filling

data for each plot. Rate and effective duration of grain filling for

each plot were estimated from the regression equation using the same
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method as in the 1983-1984 growth season. Individual F2 plants of the

cross Stephens X SC3 were harvested and threshed separately without

selection for subsequent study.

Analysis of variance was done for the rate and effective duration

of grain filling and grain weight for the diallel cross grown in

greenhouse and in the field, respectively. Measured data for grain

filling traits from the diallel crosses of grown both in greenhouse and

in the field were analyzed for the general combining ability and

specific combining ability effects by the Griffing's " method 2, model

1 " (1956). The ratio of GCA/SCA was calculated for each traits to

estimate the relative importance of additive and non-additive

components in the inheritance of the traits. Data of the grain filling

traits of the diallel grown in the field were also analyzed for the

additive, dominant and epistatic gene effects involved in the

inheritance of these traits using Hayman and Jinks's method (1956).

Heritability in the narrow sense for the grain filling traits was also

estimated from the diallel grown in the field following Mather and

Jinks' (1982) formula:

h=.(1/2D+1/2H1-1/2H2-1/2F)/(1/2D+1/2H1-1/4H2-1/2F+E)

Analysis of variance was also done for each populations including

backcrosses grown in greenhouse and in the field. Data of the grain

filling traits for each populations including backcrosses were analyzed

for additive, dominant, and epistatic gene effects by Hayman (1958) and

Jinks and Jones's (1958) six-parameter model.

Three flag leaves of Stephens and SC3, and their F1's in the

backcross population were collected from each plot in the growth
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chamber and in the field and stored in plastic wrappings with moist

paper towels. The samples were kept in a refrigerator until used.

Samples were collected every five days from nine to 54 days after

anthesis. Measurements of chlorophyll content and spectra analyses of

chlorophyll in this study were conducted in the lab of the National

Clonal Germplasm Repository at Corvallis. The base section of the flag

leaf was collected and used for assay of chlorophyll. To measure the

chlorophyll content per unit area of the flag leaves, area of the base

section was determined by following procedure: 1) attaching this base

section to graph paper, and copying the graph paper into a copy paper

on an office copier; 2) cutting and weighing the leaf image on the copy

paper; 3) determining weight area ratio with respect to a standard area

of the copy paper and calculating the area of the base section. The

upper surface of the leaf section was placed facing the incident light

beam in the spectrophotometer when measuring the chlorophyll attenuance

in vivo. After attenuance measurement were taken, the leaf section was

used for extraction of chlorophyll when the in vitro measurement of

chlorophyll content was required.

In vitro determinations of extracted chlorophyll were performed

using the methods developed by Arnon (1949), and Winterman and De Mot

(1965). The base section of the flag leaf was cut into smaller pieces

and added to 30 ml 80% (v/v) acetone, and then well chopped by a food

processor. The liquid was filtered and 80% acetone added to the volume,

and then measured by the spectrophotometer.

An in vivo chlorophyll attenuance equation was developed using

second derivative analysis (Tchikawa and Terada, 1977) to determine
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peak absorbance of each pigment in vivo, and using the constants from

the equation of Arnon (1949). The spectrophotometer used was a Shimadzu

260 (Shimadzu. Co., Kyoto, Japan) provided with a integrating sphere

attachment.

Experiments conducted during the 1985-1986 growing season

Seed of the winter parent, Stephens, and the F1's of cross

Stephens X SC3 was vernalized in a growth chamber at 8°C for six and

three weeks, respectively. The seedlings of Stephens and the Fl, and

the seeds of the spring parent, SC3, were planted in pots in a

randomized complete block design with three replications in a

greenhouse. The soil and fertilizer used for the pots and the

greenhouse management were the same as in the previous year.

Each of the plots consisted of 30 pots and 60 seedlings. The data

on grain filling were collected and analyzed in the same manner and

sampling intervals as those used in the greenhouse experiments of 1984-

1985.

Three flag leaves for each treatments were also collected in the

same manner, including sampling intervals, as those used in the

greenhouse experiment of 1984-1985. Fourth derivative analysis was used

to determine peak absorbance of each pigment in vivo, instead of the

second derivative analysis previously used. N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF)

was used as solvent for chlorophyll extraction from intact leaf

sections, rather than acetone as in the previous studies. Inskeep and

Bloom (1985) found that DMF is a convenient solvent for chlorophyll
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extraction since it is effective on intact plant parts and chlorophyll

is also quite stable in DMF. Without further processing the solvent

with extracted chlorophyll was directly measured by the

spectrophotometer. The equations developed by Inskeep and Bloom (1985)

were used to estimate contents of the chlorophyll pigments in vitro.

Contents of chlorophyll pigments and spectra of chlorophyll from

different samples were compared.

The internodes below the spike were sampled from three plants in

each plot at 5-day intervals from 10 to 40 days after anthesis. A 3 cm

long section of each internode was cut to obtain one to three drops of

liquid for the Bausch and Lomb hand-held refractometer reading (Brix

reading or percent soluble solids).

The seed of 86 F3 lines of the cross Stephens X SC3 and their

parents was planted in the field in a randomized, complete block design

with three replications on Oct. 21, 1985. The same row and plant

spacings was used as in previous years. Each of the F3 plots consisted

of two rows with each parent plots having six rows. Each row planted 12

to 15 seeds depending on the available amount of the seeds of each F3

line.

The total amount of precipitation during the 1985-86 growing

season was 974 mm. Average minimum and maximum temperatures of the

years were -3.6°C and 30.6°C in December and August, respectively.

Nitrogen in the form of urea (46-0-0) was used on the experimental

area in split applications, 16 kg /ha at planting time, 56 kg/ha during

early spring. Other cultural practices were the same as in previous

years.
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Data on grain filling were collected in above experiment as in

previous experiments, except only two samples were taken from each of

the F3 plots at 10 and 25 days after anthesis, respectively. Samples

from the parent plots were obtained at five-day intervals until

maturity. Heading and flowering dates of each plot were recorded as the

days from May 1, 1985. Five plants of each plot were harvested after

maturity. Plant height (cm), plant weight (g), grain yield (g), and

number of spikes per plant, and length (cm) of the main spike and

number of spikelets of the main spike for each plant were recorded. A

linear equation of grain dry matter accumulation on the days after

anthesis was determined from data from the spike samples for each plot.

Rate and effective duration of grain filling for each plot was

estimated from the equation using the same method as in previous years.

Phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients among the grain

filling traits and above agronomic characters were estimated by

variance-covariance analysis (Singh, 1977).
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RESULTS

Experiments conducted during the 1983-84 growing season

Visual indicators of physiological maturity,

Mean values for PM were determined by the date when the grain dry

weight reached the maximum value in the grain filling curve on a per

plot basis. This information, along with the date of occurrences of six

visual traits observed in ten genotypes grown in the field, are

presented in Table 1. The ranges, means and standard deviations of the

differences between the PM and the date of occurrences of the visual

traits are summarized in Table 2. These statistics are used to evaluate

the performance of the visual traits as an indicator of PM.

For the six visual traits observed, the date of complete loss of

green color from whole spike was closest to the PM. When the genotypes

are considered it had a smallest mean difference from the PM (0.20

days). However it had the largest standard deviation (3.21 days) and a

rather wide range of differences from the PM (from -4.67 to 5.33 days).

The date of complete loss of green color from glumes had a low mean

value for the differences from the PM (0.80 days). It also had a

relatively small standard deviation (2.64 days) and variation in range

(from -3.67 to 4.33 days) among the genotypes (Table 2).

Curves of grain dry weight accumulation and regression models fitting

the curves

Figure 1 shows actual curves of grain dry weight accumulation from
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Table 1. Mean days from anthesis to physiological maturity and
loss of green color in six morphological traits observed
on 10 genotypes grown at the Hyslop Agronomy Farm,
1983-84

Genotype Days to PM Days to complete loss of green color from

Grain Flag
leaf

Top
node

Glume lemma Spike

Stephens 40.67 41 32 47 48 42 48

Hill 42.33 42 36 45 46 43 44

SC3 34.33 39 37 39 41 38 41

SC5 35.67 36 36 38 38 34 34

SC9 45.67 38 34 41 44 41 42

Stephens X SC5 48.33 45 43 47 46 45 46

Stephens X SC7 48.67 45 41 46 45 42 44

Stephens X SC9 49.33 52 48 50 51 48 51

Hill X SC5 38.67 43 41 44 44 42 43

Hill X SC9 49.33 42 42 43 45 42 44
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Table 2. Ranges, means and standard deviations of the differences
between physiological maturity and the date of
occurrences of six visual characters for ten genotypes
grown at the Hyslop Agronomy Farm, 1983-84

Character Minimum Maximum Mean Std Dev

Complete loss of green
color from:

Grain -4.67 2.67 -1.10 2.78
Flag leaf -8.67 -0.67 -5.20 2.63
Top node -2.67 5.33 1.30 2.65
Glume -3.67 4.33 0.80 2.64
Lemma -6.67 2.33 -1.50 2.82
Spike -4.67 5.33 0.20 3.21
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Figure 1. Curves of grain dry weight accumulation from
the six cultivars grown in greenhouse, 1983-84
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the six cultivars grown in greenhouse during 1983-84 growing season.

From the beginning of grain filling to 24 days after anthesis the

100-grain weights of the six cultivars were similar. However at

maturity, the cultivars were divided into two groups with Stephens, SC5

and SC9 reaching a higher final grain weight through a higher rate, or

through a longer duration, or both, than Hill, SC3 and SC7.

The curves of grain dry weight accumulation from the same

cultivars grown in the field were different from those observed in Fig.

1. Greater variation both within and between the genotypes due to more

environmental influence and interaction between genotypes and

environment can be noted for grain dry weight (Fig. 2). For cultivars

such as Stephens, SC5 and Hill, the 100-grain dry weight declined after

it reached a maximum weight at the PM. In greenhouse, the maximum grain

weights usually were remained constant after attaining PM (Fig. 1 and

2).

Grain dry weight data, which included 33 samples taken from 14

days to 49 days after anthesis, for 11 genotypes including six parents

and five derived F1's grown in the field were used to test three

different polynomial regression models fitting the curves of grain

filling (Table 3). The models were the linear, square and cubic

polynomial equations. The best model was judged by the coefficient of

determination (R2) value which should be at least 0.05 larger than R2

values of models including fewer independent variables. All independent

variables in the best model must be significant at 0.05 level. For all

but one F1's, the curves of grain filling from 14 days after anthesis

to the PM were essentially linear, so a linear model should be the best
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Table 3. Coefficient of determination (R2) values for selection
of the best polynomial model fitting the grain filling
curves of 11 genotypes grown at the Hyslop Agronomic
Farm, 1983-84

Genotype Independent variables in models

1/
X1 X1,X2, X1,X2,X3

Stephens 0.86b 0.89 0.96a /
Hill 0.86 0.97b / 0.99a

SC3 0.91 0.97b 0.99a

SC5 0.73 0.90b 0.92a

SC7 0.80 0.95b 0.97a

SC9 0.95b 0.95 0.96

Stephens X SC5 0.96b 0.98a 0.99

Stephens X SC7 0.94b 0.94a 0.94a

Stephens X SC9 0.90b 0.91a 0.91a

Hill X SC5 0.84 0.82 0.88b

Hill X SC9 0.95b 0.96 0.98

1/ X1 -X3 are independent variables in models which represent the linear
to the third power of X.

2/ The letter (a) means that some of the independent variables in this
model are not significant at 0.05 level.

/ The letter (b) presents the best model selected for the genotype as
judged by 1) all independent variables in model are significant at
0.05 level; 2) the R4 value of the best model is at least 0.05
larger than those of models including fewer independent variables.
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model to describe the process of grain filling in these genotypes.

Adding more independent variables into the model did not improve the R2

value as can be seen for the cross Stephens X SC7. Most parental

cultivars, except Stephens and SC9, required more complex polynomial

models than most F1's. The square regression models were superior to

fit the curves of grain filling in Hill, SC3, SC5 and SC7 (Table 3).

Table 4 shows the criterion statistics for the independent

variables in the improved best polynomial models determined by the

stepwise variable selection method. Regression equations of the

polynomial models selected for each genotype are listed in Appendix

Table 3. In all but one genotype, the linear variable (X1) had the

highest partial R2 value. But in cultivars SC5 and SC9, X1 was dropped

from the best model by stepwise selection. The only exception was the

hybrid Stephens X SC5, which was from two parents with the largest

grain filling rate. In this case, the square variable (X2) had the

largest partial R2 value. But the square variable was also dropped from

the best model by the stepwise selection.

Experiments conducted during the 1984-85 growing season

Mean performance of six parents and their derived F1's of the 6 X 6

diallel

The mean performance of six parents and their F1's of the diallel

cross for grain filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight when

grown in the field and in greenhouse are indicated in Table 5 and Table

6, respectively. Analysis of variance showed that significant
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Table 4. Criterion statistics for the independent variables in the
best polynomial model fitting the grain filling curves of
11 genotypes determined by the stepwise selection method.

Genotype Independent
variables
in model

Statistics

Partial R2 Model R2 C(p)1/ F ProbtF

Stephens X1 0.8610 0.8610 79.0171 191.9491 0.0001
X3 0.0344 0.8954 54.2643 9.8762 0.0038
X2 0.0673 0.9627 4.0000 52.2643 0.0001

Hill X1 0.8641 0.8641 331.1441 197.1127 0.0001
X3 0.1130 0.9771 33.7627 147.8118 0.0001
X2 0.0120 0.9891 4.0000 31.7627 0.0001

SC3 X1 0.9071 0.9071 110.5271 156.1906 0.0001
X3 0.0719 0.9789 16.2270 51.1745 0.0001
X2 0.0106 0.9896 4.0000 14.2270 0.0021

SC5 X1 0.7318 0.7318 65.6101 79.1113 0.0001
X3 0.1750 0.9068 7.1747 52.5939 0.0001
X2 0.0150 0.9218 4.0000 5.1747 0.0311
X1*2/ 0.0022 0.9196 2.7641 0.7641 0.3898

SC7 X1 0.8007 0.8007 146.9633 84.3461 0.0001
X3 0.1584 0.9519 6.0667 77.4051 0.0001
X2 0.0072 0.9663 4.0000 4.0667 0.0581
Xl* 0.0006 0.9656 2.3634 0.3634 0.5537

SC9 X1 0.9485 0.9485 2.2335 350.1541 0.0001

Stephens X SC5 X2 0.9772 0.9772 18.2411 1071.4445 0.0001
X3 0.0035 0.9807 13.9531 4.3176 0.0486
X1 0.0066 0.9873 4.0000 11.9531 0.0021

Stephens X SC7 X1 0.9376 0.9376 0.0125 451.1042 0.0001

Stephens X SC9 X1 0.8965 0.8965 3.3127 251.2180 0.0001
X3 0.0108 0.9073 2.1608 3.2493 0.0822

Hill X SC5 X1 0.7808 0.7808 18.4377 81.9140 0.0001
X3 0.0454 0.8262 12.2723 5.7443 0.0255
X2 0.0571 0.8833 4.0000 10.2723 0.0043

Hill X SC9 X1 0.9531 0.9531 30.6719 446.8548 0.0001
X3 0.0115 0.9646 20.2105 6.8486 0.0161
X2 0.0169 0.9815 4.0000 18.2105 0.0004

1/ C (p) is Mallows' criterion for selection of independent variables.
* means this independent variable was finally dropped from the best
model by the stepwise selection method.
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Table 5. The means of six parents and their F1's of the 6 X 6
diallel cross for grain filling rate (R), effective
duration (D), and grain weight (W) grown at the Hyslop
Agronomic Farm, 1984-85

Parent Character Parent

Stephens Hill SC3 SC5 SC7 SC9

Stephens R

D
W

1.84bc I/ 2.08a
34.59efg 26.95i
6.37c 5.58gh

1.15k1
47.24a
5.42hi

1.35hi
49.45a
6.68b

1.16jkl
48.71a
5.66fg

1.35hi

47.18a
6.36c

Hill R 1.30ijk 1.031 1.55fg 1.24ijk 1.49gh
D 35.88def 48.53a 39.14bc 38.21bcd 37.70cd
W 4.65k 4.99j 6.07e 4.75k 5.61fgh

SC3 R 1.31ij 1.73cde 1.56fg 1.77cde
D 32.87fgh 38.61bcd 33.82fgh 32.08gh
W 4.311 6.65b 5.28i 5.66fg

SC5 R 1.82cd 1.97ab 1.54fg
D 40.71b 31.31h 35.77def
W 7.40a 6.16de 5.50gh

SC7 R 1.20ijk 1.62efg
D 34.10fgh 35.79def
W 4.09m 5.78f

SC9 R 1.69def
37.43cde
6.27cd

1/ Duncan's new multiple range test; means with a letter in common are
not significantly different at 0.05 probability level.
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Table 6. The means of six parents and their F1's in the 6 X 6
diallel cross for grain filling rate (R), effective
duration (D), and grain weight (W) grown in greenhouse,
1984-85

Parent Character Parent

Stephens Hill SC3 SC5 SC7 SC9

I/
Stephens R 1.52cdefg 1.56bcdef 1.36fghi 1.61abcde 1.48cdefg 1.73a

D 47.49a 39.79d 46.39ab 44.93abcd 44.82abcd 45.18abcd
W 7.22b 6.19f 6.30ef 7.25b 6.60cd 7.79a

Hill R 1.23hi 1.16i 1.48cdefg 1.35fghi 1.44defgh
D 45.92abc 48.01a 44.53abcd 47.91a 45.59abc
W 5.64g 5.58g 6.60cd 6.46def 6.55cde

SC3 R 1.34ghi 1.64abcd 1.31ghi 1.32ghi
D 43.57abcd 41.43bcd 42.98abcd 47.12a
W 5.84g 6.78c 5.62g 6.24f

SC5 R 1.67abc 1.45defg 1.74ab
D 42.61abcd 46.60ab 43.47abcd
W 7.13b 6.76c 7.54a

SC7 R 1.42efgh 1.62abcde
D 40.68cd 43.89abcd
W 5.76g 7.13b

SC9 R 1.42efgh
D 48.15a
W 6.81c

1/ Duncan's new multiple range test; means with a letter in common are
not significantly different at 0.05 probability level.
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differences for grain filling rate, effective duration and grain weight

existed among the genotypes of the 6 X 6 diallel cross both in

greenhouse and in the field (Appendix Table 1 and 2). Among the six

parents, Stephens and SC5 had the highest grain filling rates both in

the field and greenhouse. While SC7 had the lowest rate in the field

with Hill having the lowest in greenhouse. SC5 also had the longest

effective grain filling duration and grain weight in the field. SC9 had

the longest effective duration and Stephens had the largest grain

weight in greenhouse. The parents and F1's grown in the field usually

presented higher grain filling rate, shorter effective duration, and

lower grain weight than when grown in the greenhouse where lower

average temperature during grain filling period prevailed. The F1's

from the crosses between an Oregon developed parent and a Chinese

parent generally had longer effective duration of grain filling in

contrast to the parents and the F1's from the crosses involving two

Oregon or two Chinese parents, both in greenhouse and field.

Analysis of combining abilities from the 6 X 6 diallel

Analysis of variance for combining abilities can be found in

Tables 7 and 8 for grain filling rate, effective duration and grain

weight in the field and in greenhouse. Both general combining ability

(GCA) and specific combining ability (SCA) were highly significant for

the three traits. The low ratios of GCA/SCA for effective duration of

grain filling both in the field and in greenhouse suggested that there

was more non-additive than additive gene action influencing this trait.

In contrast, the high ratios of GCA/SCA for grain weight suggested that
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Table 7. Analyses of variance for GCA and SCA effects for grain
filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight for
parents and F1's of the 6 X 6 diallel grown in the
field, 1984-85

Source d.f. Mean squares

Rate of Duration of 100-grain
grain filling grain filling weight

GCA
SCA
Error

GCA/SCA

5

15

40

0.077**
0.087**
0.002

0.876

1/ 17.156**
48.921**
0.851

0.351

2.133**
0.207**
0.004

10.278

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Table 8. Analysis of variance for GCA and SCA effects for grain
filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight for
parents and F1's of the 6 X 6 diallel grown in
greenhouse, 1984-85

Source d.f. Mean Squares

Rate of Duration of 100-grain
grain filling grain filling weight

GCA 5 0.073** 1/ 4.441** 1.356**
SCA 15 0.012** 6.335** 0.105**
Error 40 0.002 1.067 0.009

GCA/SCA 5.955 0.701 12.955

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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this trait was mainly controlled by genes which were largely additive.

For grain filling rate, the GCA/SCA ratios showed that additive gene

action was again more important than non-additive gene action in

greenhouse. However non-additive component of grain filling rate was a

little larger than additive effect in the field.

Comparisons of GCA effects of six parents for grain filling rate,

effective duration and grain weight grown in the field and in

greenhouse are presented in Table 9 and Table 10, respectively. General

combining ability effect is numerical value assigned to a parent

according to its average performance in derived hybrids. The GCA

effects for grain filling rate estimated in the field and in greenhouse

show similar trend. SC5 and SC9 presented positive and significant GCA

effects for grain filling rate both in the field and greenhouse.

Stephens also had positive GCA effects at both locations, but it was

only significant for the greenhouse data.

The GCA effects for effective grain filling duration estimated in

field and in greenhouse were somehow different. SC7 was the only parent

which had negative and significant GCA effects both in field and in

greenhouse. Stephens had a high GCA effect on increasing the effective

filling duration in the field.

The GCA effects for grain weight estimated in the field and in the

greenhouse are similar. SC5 presented the highest positive GCA effect,

with Stephens and SC9 also having positive GCA effects. Hill, SC3 and

SC7 all had negative GCA effects both in the field and greenhouse. SC5,

Stephens and SC9 were good combiners for improving grain weight in

their progenies.
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Table 9. Estimates of general combining ability effects for grain
filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight from
the 6 X 6 diallel grown in the field, 1984-85

Parents Rate of
grain filling

Duration of
grain filling

100-grain
weight

Stephens 0.023 2.503** 0.333**
Hill -0.074** 1/ -0.800* -0.435**
SC3 -0.090** -0.334 -0.395**
SC5 0.150** 0.876** 0.760**
SC7 -0.079** -1.581** -0.496**
SC9 0.071** -0.664* 0.232**

SE(gi-gj) 0.024 0.461 0.030

1/ *,** Significant form zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Table 10. Estimates of general combining ability effects for grain
filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight from
the 6 X 6 diallel grown in greenhouse, 1984-85

Parents Rate of
grain filling

Duration of
grain filling

100-grain
weight

Stephens 0.063** 1/ 0.309 0.330**
Hill -0.107** 0.497* -0.409**
SC3 -0.104** -0.076 -0.466**

SC5 0.121** -0.930** 0.408**
SC7 -0.032* -0.758** -0.230**

SC9 0.050** 0.983** 0.368**

SE(gi-gj) 0.022 0.298 0.047

1/ *,** Significant form zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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The SCA effects for grain filling rate, effective duration and

grain weight estimated in the field and in greenhouse are shown in

Table 11 and Table 12, respectively. Specific combining ability effect

is numerical value assigned to a hybrid according to the deviation of

its performance from the sum of the GCA effects of its parents. The SCA

effects estimated in the field are quite different from those estimated

in greenhouse for all three traits. The greatest positive SCA effects

for grain filling rate in the field were detected in crosses Stephens X

Hill and SC5 X SC7. These two crosses were both combinations between a

high grain filling rate parent and a low rate parent, with the cross

Stephens X Hill being between two Oregon developed cultivars and cross

SC5 X SC7 involved two Chinese cultivars. Cross SC5 X SC7 had a

significantly negative SCA effect in greenhouse. In contrast, the

largest negative effects in the field were noted in crosses Stephens X

SC5 and Hill X SC3, which were both combinations between an Oregon

developed parent and a Chinese parent. The cross Stephens X SC5 was

from two parents having high filling rate; and cross Hill X SC3, the

hybrid having the lowest rate, was from two low grain filling rate

parents. Cross Stephens X SC9 presented the greatest positive SCA

effect and the second high grain filling rate in greenhouse.

The greatest negative SCA effects for effective grain filling

duration were detected in the cross Stephens X Hill for the field and

greenhouse. This hybrid had the shortest filling durations in both

locations. The hybrid Hill X SC3 had significant and positive SCA

effects and long effective durations both in the field and in

greenhouse. Cross SC5 X SC7 had the highest SCA effect in greenhouse,
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Table 11. Estimates of specific combining ability effects for
grain filling rate (R), effective duration (D), and
grain weight (W) from the 6 X 6 diallel grown at the
Hyslop Agronomic Farm, 1984-85

Parent Character Parent

Hill SC3 SC5 SC7 SC9

Stephens R 0.619** 1/ -0.295** -0.335** -0.296** -0.256**
D -13.137** 6.690** 7.712** 9.404** 6.957**
W -0.001 -0.201** -0.096 0.141* 0.113

Hill R -0.317** -0.037 -0.119** -0.019
D 11.279** 0.679 2.207* 0.779
W 0.137* 0.062 -0.002 0.131*

SC3 R 0.159** 0.218** 0.278**
D -0.317 -2.649** -5.307**
W 0.602** 0.488** 0.141*

SC5 R 0.388** -0.192**
-6.369** -2.827**

W 0.213** -1.174**

SC7 R 0.116**
D -0.349
W 0.362**

SE(Sij-Sik)
R 0.064
D 1.220
W 0.079

SE(Sij-Skl)
R 0.059
D 1.130
W 0.073

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Table 12. Estimates of specific combining ability effects for
grain filling rate (R), effective duration (D), and
grain weight (W) from the 6 X 6 diallel grown in
greenhouse, 1984-85

Parent Character Parent

Hill SC3 SC5 SC7 SC9

Stephens R 0.132** I/ -0.072 -0.043 -0.020 0.152**
D -5.816** 1.357* 0.748 0.467 -0.705
W -0.293** -0.125 -0.049 -0.061 0.531**

Hill R -0.099* -0.005 0.016 -0.020
D 2.776** 0.159 3.362** -1.943**
W -0.106 0.040 0.537** 0.030

SC3 R 0.150** -0.029 -0.093*
D -2.365** -0.986* 1.401*
W 0.277** -0.245** -0.223*

SC5 R -0.108** 0.094*
D 3.483** -1.388*
W 0.021 0.204*

SC7 R 0.135**
D -1.140*
W 0.431**

SE(Sij-Sik)
R 0.059
D 0.789
W 0.124

SE(Sij-Skl)
R 0.055
D 0.731
W 0.115

J *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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but presented a large negative effect in the field (Table 11 and 12).

Crosses of SC3 X SC5 and Hill X SC7 had the highest SCA effect for

grain weight in the field and in greenhouse, respectively. F1's from

SC5 X SC9 and Stephens X Hill had the largest negative SCA values for

grain weight in the field and in greenhouse, respectively (Table 11 and

12).

In general, the largest positive SCA effects were obtained from

the combinations of two parents, one of which had the highest means for

grain filling rate or effective duration, and the reverse was also true

for the largest negative effects. This is not true, however, for grain

weight.

Estimates of genetic components from the 6 X 6 diallel

The estimates of genetic components from the diallel cross for

grain filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight were listed in

Table 13 for the field data. The relative magnitude of the additive

components (D) was smaller than the dominant components (H1) for grain

filling rate and effective duration, but larger for grain weight (Table

13). It suggests that non-additive gene action maybe more important in

the inheritance of grain filling rate and effective duration. Additive

gene action appears to be more important in genetic control of grain

weight.

The interactions of additive and dominant effects (F) were

positive for all three traits studied, indicating that dominant genes

were in excess over the recessive genes contributed by the parents for

these traits (Table 13). The degree of dominance (IH1/D) was larger
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Table 13. Estimates of genetic components for grain filling rate,
effective duration, and grain weight from the 6 X 6
dialiel grown at the Hyslop Agronomic Farm, 1984-85

Components 1/ Rate of
grain filling

Effective duration
of grain filling

100-grain
weight

D 0.081 7.040 1.842

H1 0.362 199.679 0.918

H2 0.325 176.330 0.681

F 0.085 15.902 1.214

E 0.002 0.882 0.004

41110 2.114 5.325 0.706

h2 0.160 0.139 0.714

1/ Symbols under this column are genetic parameters: D, additive
component; H1, dominant component; H2, dominant component adjusted
by gene frequency; F, additive X dominant interaction; E, error;
4111/D, degree of dominance; h2, heritability in the narrow sense.
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than one for grain filling rate and effective duration. It indicates

that overdominance was involved in inheritance of the two traits in the

F1's. The degree of dominance was less than one for grain weight

indicating partial dominance in the F1's (Table 13). The narrow sense

heritability estimates were quite low for grain filling rate and

effective duration (h2=0.16, and 0.14 respectively), but rather high

for grain weight (h2=0.71, Table 13). This indicates that non-additive

gene action and environmental effect had a large influence on the

performance of grain filling rate and effective duration.

Estimates of genetic components from six populations including

backcrosses

The mean performance and the analysis of variance for six

populations of parents, Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 were presented in Table 14

and 15, respectively. Two of the six populations, parents, Fl, F2, BC1

and BC2 of Stephens with SC3 and SC9, were grown both in the field and

greenhouse, others, the same generations of Stephens with SC5, and Hill

with SC3, SC5, and SC9, were only grown in the field. Significant

differences between the generations in a backcross population were

detected for all traits except the differences of effective duration of

grain filling in the generations of population Stephens with SC9.

Tables 16, 17 and 18 summarize the genetic components for grain filling

rate, effective duration and grain weight estimated from the six

populations of parents, Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2, respectively.

For grain filling rate, additive effect (d) was the only

significant component detected in the population Stephens X SC3 both in
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Table 14. Mean performance of generations of parents, Fl, F2, BC1
and BC2 in six populations for grain filling rate (R),
effective duration (D), and grain weight (W) grown in
greenhouse (G) and in the field (F), 1984-85

Cross Location Traits 1/ Mean of generations

P1 P2 Fl F2 BC1 BC2

2/
Stephens G 1.52 a 1.34 b 1.36 b 1.36 b 1.39 b 1.26 c
X SC3 D 47.49 ab 43.57 c 46.39 b 48.16 ab 48.42 a 47.89 ab

7.22 a 5.84 e 6.30 cd 6.55 bc 6.75 b 6.05 de

Stephens G R 1.52 b 1.41 c 1.79 a 1.54 b 1.62 b 1.62 b
X SC9 47.49 b 48.30 a 45.18 b 48.20 b 48.07 b 46.06 b

7.22 b 6.81 c 7.79 a 7.43 b 7.79 a 7.47 ab

Stephens F R 1.84 a 1.31 bc 1.15 d 1.18 cd 1.42 b 1.14 d
X SC3 34.59 bc 32.87 c 47.24 a 47.68 a 37.71 b 47.59 a

6.37 a 4.31 c 5.42 b 5.63 b 5.33 b 5.40 b

Stephens F R 1.84 a 1.82 a 1.35 b 1.68 a 1.76 a 1.70 a
X SC5 34.59 c 40.71 b 49.45 a 36.29 c 36.07 c 39.99 b

6.37 c 7.40 a 6.68 b 6.09 d 6.36 c 6.70 b

Stephens F 1.84 a 1.69 ab 1.35 c 1.57 b 1.56 b 1.67 ab
X SC9 D 34.59 c 37.43 c 47.18 a 43.53 ab 42.26 b 35.36 c

6.37 c 6.27 c 6.36 c 6.82 a 6.58 a 5.88 d

Hill 1.30 b 1.31 b 1.03 c 1.49 a 0.85 d 0.90 d
X SC3 D 35.88 c 32.87 cd 48.53 b 31.23 d 53.73 a 51.79 ab

4.65 b 4.31 c 4.99 a 4.64 b 4.55 b 4.64 b

Hill R 1.30 c 1.82 a 1.55 b 1.26 c 0.78 d 1.65 b
X SC5 35.88 d 40.71 c 39.14 cd 44.99 b 64.61 a 36.55 d

4.65 e 7.40 a 6.07 b 5.69 c 5.05 d 6.01 b

Hill R 1.30 d 1.69 ab 1.49 c 1.52 bc 1.24 d 1.73 a
X SC9 35.88 bc 37.43 ab 37.70 ab 32.39 cd 40.39 a 31.80 d

4.65 d 6.27 a 5.61 b 4.92 c 5.01 c 5.49 b

1/ Letters under traits column stand for: R, rate of grain filling; D,
effective duration of grain filling; W, grain weight.

2/ Duncan's new multiple range test for each backcross population;
means in the same row with a letter in common are not significantly
different at 0.05 probability level.
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Table 15. Analysis of variance for grain filling rate, effective
duration, and grain weight in six populations of
parents, Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 grown in greenhouse (G)
and in the field (F), 1984-85

Population Location Source d.f. Mean squares

Rate of
grain filling

Duration of
grain filling

100-grain
weight

Stephens G Replication 2 0.001 0.051 0.006
with SC3 Generation 5 0.022** 1/ 9.929** 0.747**

Error 10 0.002 0.962 0.024

Stephens G Replication 2 0.028 16.971 0.049
with SC9 Generation 5 0.092* 22.856 0.414**

Error 10 0.025 21.174 0.030

Stephens F Replication 2 0.001 1.012 0.021
with SC3 Generation 5 0.218** 146.739** 1.316**

Error 10 0.005 4.783 0.025

Stephens F Replication 2 0.001 1.838 0.014
with SC5 Generation 5 0.096* 88.106** 0.611**

Error 10 0.017 7.124 0.008

Stephens F Replication 2 0.014 7.891 0.002
with SC9 Generation 5 0.082** 75.848** 0.295**

Error 10 0.011 4.382 0.008

Hill F Replication 2 0.009 9.421 0.010
with SC3 Generation 5 0.198** 307.247** 0.142**

Error 10 0.003 3.282 0.013

Hill F Replication 2 0.003 1.838 0.032
with SC5 Generation 5 0.402** 348.557** 2.737**

Error 10 0.005 3.435 0.019

Hill F Replication 2 0.106 7.562 0.008
with SC9 Generation 5 0.116** 32.954** 1.026**

Error 10 0.104- 4.078 0.014

1/ *," Significant form zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Table 16. Genetic components and their standard errors for grain
filling rate estimated from six populations of parents,
Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 grown in greenhouse (G) and in the
field (F), 1984-85

Population Location Genetic components
L/

1

Stephens G Value 1.36 0.13 -0.21 -0.14 0.04 0.42
with SC3 S.E. 0.07 0.05 0.31 0.31 0.05 0.35

Stephens G Value 1.54 0.00 0.65 0.32 -0.06 -0.29
with SC9 S.E. 0.05 0.0 0.30 0.24 0.08 0.49

Stephens F Value 1.18 0.28 -0.03 0.40 0.02 -0.07
with SC3 S.E. 0.04 0.12 0.31 0.30 0.13 0.53

Stephens F Value 1.68 0.06 -0.28 0.20 0.05 -0.76
with SC5 S.E. 0.10 0.17 0.53 0.52 0.17 0.79

Stephens F Value 1.57 -0.11 -0.24 0.18 -0.19 -0.41
with SC9 S.E. 0.03 0.15 0.34 0.32 0.18 0.65

Hill F Value 1.32 -0.05 -2.06 -1.78 -0.05 2.95
with SC3 S.E. 0.07 0.10 0.33 0.33 0.11 0.48

Hill F Value 1.26 -0.57 0.41 0.42 -0.31 0.34
with SC5 S.E. 0.05 0.14 0.34 0.34 0.14 0.60

Hill F Value 1.52 -0.49 -0.15 -0.14 -0.30 0.17
with SC9 S.E. 0.09 0.09 0.44 0.42 0.14 0.60

1/ Symbols of genetic components are: m, population mean; d, additive
effect; h, dominance effect; i, additive X additive gene
interaction; j, additive X dominance gene interaction; 1,
dominance X dominance gene interaction.
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Table 17. Genetic components and their standard errors for
effective grain filling duration estimated from six
populations of parents, Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 grown in
greenhouse (G) and in the field (F), 1984-85

Population Location
1/

Genetic components

m d h i j 1

Stephens G Value 48.16 0.53 0.84 -0.02 -1.43 -8.76
with SC3 S.E. 1.06 0.87 4.68 4.58 1.21 5.81

Stephens G Value 48.20 2.01 -7.26 -4.54 2.42 2.43
with SC9 S.E. 1.06 2.00 7.11 5.83 2.34 12.17

Stephens F Value 47.68 -9.88 -6.61 -20.12 -10.74 11.46
with SC3 S.E. 3.39 2.20 14.47 14.24 2.34 16.97

Stephens F Value 36.29 -3.92 18.76 6.96 -0.86 15.12
with SC5 S.E. 2.05 3.10 10.33 10.28 3.18 15.00

Stephens F Value 43.53 6.90 -7.71 -18.88 8.32 30.02
with SC9 S.E. 0.61 3.27 7.37 6.98 3.88 14.11

Hill F Value 35.15 1.94 84.60 70.44 0.44 115.67
with SC3 S.E. 0.99 4.71 10.27 10.21 4.76 19.36

Hill F Value 44.99 10.21 -12.50 -13.34 12.63 1.59
with SC5 S.E. 1.35 3.52 9.02 8.88 3.58 15.41

Hill F Value 32.39 8.59 15.87 14.82 9.37 -10.49
with SC9 S.E. 1.17 2.65 7.53 7.07 3.36 12.70

1/ Symbols of genetic components are: m, population mean; d, additive
effect; h, dominance effect; i, additive X additive gene
interaction; j, additive X dominance gene interaction; 1,
dominance X dominance gene interaction.
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Table 18. Genetic components and their standard errors for grain
weight estimated from six populations of parents, Fl,
F2, BC1 and BC2 grown in greenhouse (G) and in the
field (F), 1984-85

Population Location Genetic components

1

Stephens G Value 6.55 0.70 -0.83 -0.60 0.01 0.66

with SC3 S.E. 0.21 0.17 0.92 0.91 0.20 1.11

Stephens G Value 7.43 0.32 1.58 0.80 0.12 -1.71

with SC9 S.E. 0.12 0.41 0.94 0.94 0.41 1.70

Stephens F Value 5.63 -0.07 -0.98 -1.06 -1.10 1.12

with SC3 S.E. 0.19 0.28 0.94 0.93 0.29 1.37

Stephens F Value 6.09 -0.34 1.56 1.76 0.18 -0.75

with SC5 S.E. 0.01 0.18 0.37 0.36 0.18 0.74

Stephens F Value 6.82 0.70 -2.32 -2.36 0.65 2.80

with SC9 S.E. 0.03 0.11 0.29 0.26 0.13 0.53

Hill F Value 4.64 -0.09 0.33 -0.18 -0.26 0.74

with SC3 S.E. 0.07 0.15 0.43 0.41 0.18 0.72

Hill F Value 5.69 -0.96 -0.60 -0.64 0.42 2.71

with SC5 S.E. 0.22 0.15 0.97 0.94 0.16 1.16

Hill F Value 4.92 -0.48 1.47 1.32 0.33 -0.18

with SC9 S.E. 0.14 0.07 0.62 0.60 0.11 0.74

1/ Symbols of genetic components are: m, population mean; d, additive
effect; h, dominance effect; i, additive X additive gene
interaction; j, additive X dominance gene interaction; 1,
dominance X dominance gene interaction.
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greenhouse and in the field. In populations of Hill with SC5 and SC9,

additive effects were the most important component. Additive X dominant

interactions (j) were negative and significant. The positive dominant

effect (h) was the only significant component detected in population

Stephens with SC9 grown in greenhouse. The negative dominant effect and

interactions of additive X additive (1) and dominant X dominant (1)

were detected in population Hill with SC3. In general, the additive

effects were important in populations from a high grain filling rate

parent and a low grain filling rate parent, such as Stephens with SC3

and Hill with SC5. In contrast, the dominant effect was important in

the populations from two parents which had similar grain filling rate,

such as Stephens X SC9 grown in the field and Hill X SC3. The

additive-dominant model is adequate for the populations which had

Stephens as parent. There is evidence of non-allelic interactions

involved in the populations using Hill as parent.

For effective grain filling duration, additive effect and additive

X dominant interaction were detected in populations Stephens with SC3

grown in the field and Hill with SC5. Additive effect and all three

kinds of interactions were significant in population Stephens with SC9.

In population Hill with SC3, a dominant effect, and additive X additive

and dominant X dominant interactions were detected. Additive effect,and

additive X additive and additive X dominant interactions were all

significant in population Hill with SC9. There is evidence that

non-allelic interaction played a major role in inheritance of the trait

in all populations where significant genetic variations were detected.

For grain weight, additive effect was the only significant
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component in population Stephens X SC3 grown in greenhouse, but not in

the field. Additive and dominant effects, and all three kinds of

interactions were detected in population Stephens with SC9 grown in the

field, but not in greenhouse. In population Stephens with SC5, a

dominant effect and an additive X additive interaction were

significant. Additive effect and additive X dominant and dominant X

dominant interactions were detected in population Hill with SC5. In

population Hill with SC9, additive and dominant effects, and an

additive X dominant interaction were detected. Additive effects were

significant in all but two cases, where significant genetic variations

were detected. Dominant effect and non-allelic interactions were also

presented in most crosses.

In vivo attenuance measurement of chlorophyll

To determine the physiological changes in the source activity

during grain filling and possible relate changes to PM, the content and

spectra of chlorophyll from flag leaves were analyzed. Figure 3 shows

the in vivo attenuance spectra of flag leaves from parents Stephens,

SC3, and their F1's grown in a growth chamber at nine days after

anthesis. The characteristics of spectra from the three genotypes

exhibited in the second derivative spectra were quite similar (kmax at

702, 657, 634, 594 and 528nm; Amin at 684, 648, 619, 568 and 508nm).

Figure 4 shows the relationship between in vivo (attenuance) and

in vitro spectra of extracted chlorophyll from the same flag leaves.

There were shifts of the in vitro spectra, as oppose to the in vivo

spectra, to adjacent but different wavelengths. The most
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Attanuance spectra

/
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wavelength (nts)

Figure 3. In vivo attenuance spectra of wheat flag leaves
by the second derivative analysis sampled from
Stephens (a) and SC3 (b) and their F1's (c) at
9 days after anthesis grown in growth chamber,
1984-85
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Figure 4. Comparison of the spectra of chlorophyll in vivo
(attenuance spectra, a) and in vitro (absorbance
spectra, b) from the same leaves; arrows indicate
points of interest
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distinguishable band of in vivo spectra at 684nm was shifted to the

band of in vitro spectra at 667nm (Fig. 4).

Figure 5 indicates the plot of the in vitro extracted total

chlorophyll content against the values measured by in vivo attenuance

method. Figure 6 shows the plot of corresponding ranks of the in vivo

and in vitro measurements. The results indicated that chlorophyll

attenuance was a linear function of concentrations and highly

correlated with extracted chlorophyll contents (correlation coefficient

r=0.934", rank correlation coefficient r=0.952").

Changes of spectra and content of chlorophyll during grain filling

The spectra of chlorophyll from three genotypes, Stephens, SC3 and

their F1's, had been changed both in the field and in growth chamber

during grain filling. Figure 7 and 8 show that the central position of

the largest trench in spectra of Fl grown in growth chamber hold at

around 689nm from 0 to about 49 days after anthesis, then shifted down

dramatically to about 680nm. The.time of occurrence of the shift was

very close to the PM. In the field, the position of the trench was also

shifted from 686nm to 679nm from 19 to 34 days after anthesis, but the

shift happened earlier than the PM (Figure 9). Similar shifts also

occurred in the spectra of Stephens and SC3.

Table 19 and Figure 10, 11 and 12 show that chlorophyll a,

chlorophyll b and total chlorophyll content of flag leaves from

Stephens, SC3, and their F1's in growth chamber were changed

significantly after anthesis. In general, the chlorophyll content of

Stephens and the Fl were increasing after flowering until a peak was
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Figure 5. Relationship between total chlorophyll content
obtained from in vivo attenuance spectra and
values obtained from in vitro extracted chlorophyll
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Figure 6. Relationship between ranks of total chlorophyll
content obtained from in vivo attenuance spectra
and ranks of values obtained from in vitro
extracted chlorophyll
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Figure 7. Change of central position of the largest trench in
the second derivative spectra of flag leaves and
grain weight accumulation of the F1's of cross
Stephens X SC3 grown in growth chamber, 1984-85
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Figure 8. Shift of central positions of the largest trench
between the second derivative spectra of flag
leaves of the F1's of cross Stephens X SC3 sampled
at 49 and 54 days after anthesis grown in growth
chamber, 1984-85
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Table 19. Total chlorophyll, chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and a/b
ratios and their standard deviations measured in
different days after anthesis in parents and F1's of
cross Stephens X SC3 grown in the growth chamber,
1984-85

Genotype Days after
anthesis

Chlorophyll a/b
ratio

Total

chlorophyll
a

Stephens 0 6.83(0.42) .1/ 1.98(0.20) 3.45(0.14) 8.81(0.62)

20 8.82(0.87) 2.70(0.09) 3.26(0.21) 11.52(0.96)

40 3.05(0.48) 1.02(0.31) 3.09(0.45) 4.06(0.79)

SC3 0 7.28(0.97) 2.19(0.43) 3.35(0.25) 9.47(1.39)

20 6.92(0.30) 2.60(0.19) 2.68(0.27) 9.51(0.29)

40 6.07(0.67) 1.84(0.08) 3.29(0.23) 7.91(0.75)

Stephens 0 6.05(0.55) 1.82(0.09) 3.31(0.14) 7.87(0.64)
X SC3

20 6.47(0.65) 3.03(0.38) 2.18(0.51) 9.50(0.32)

40 2.12(1.70) 0.66(0.61) 3.49(0.45) 2.77(2.32)

1/ Numbers shown in ( ) are standard deviations.
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Figure 10. Change of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and total
chlorophyll contents of flag leaves after anthesis
sampled from Stephens grown in growth chamber, 1984-85
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Figure 11. Change of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and total
chlorophyll contents of flag leaves after anthesis
sampled from SC3 grown in growth chamber, 1984-85
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Figure 12. Change of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and total
chlorophyll contents of flag leaves after anthesis
sampled from the F1's of cross Stephens X SC3 grown
in growth chamber, 1984-85
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reach at 20 to 25 days after anthesis, then decreased gradually as

senescence began. However the chlorophyll content of SC3 seemed to have

a second peak at 40 to 45 days after anthesis. Furthermore, the date of

complete loss of chlorophyll of flag leaves from Stephens and Fl of

cross Stephens X SC3 was quite close to the PM. In SC3, this date

occurred later than the PM (Fig. 11). It indicates that under growth

chamber conditions some genotypes like SC3 have the capacity to keep

chlorophyll structures in their green color organs for a certain period

of time even after the plants reached the PM.

Stephens had significantly higher chlorophyll content around 20

days after anthesis than SC3 did. It appears that the Fl hybrid had a

lower chlorophyll content than its parents, possible due to the more

vigorous production of the Fl plants, which resulted in larger surface

area of green color and lower chlorophyll content per unit of green

color area (Table 19; Fig. 10, 11 and 12).

Experiments conducted during the 1985-86 growing season

Evaluation of F3 population of cross Stephens X SC3

The statistical description of F3 population of cross Stephens X

SC3 and means of their parents for the 11 agronomic and grain filling

traits is presented in Table 20. The analysis of variance indicated

that F3 lines are significantly different for all the 11 traits (Table

21), even though the differences between the parents for plant height,

spike length, number of spikelets per spike and harvest index were

rather small. The coefficients of variation among the F3 lines were
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Table 20. Parameters of the field grown F3 lines of the cross
Stephens X SC3 and means of the parents for the 11
agronomic and grain filling traits grown, in 1985-86

Character Mean of parents Population of F3 lines

Stephens

Plant
height 99.20

Spike
length 10.88

Grain
yield 19.21

Spikes
/plant 7.40

Spikelets
/spike 20.10

Kernels
/spikelet 3.08

Grain
weight 5.48

Harvest
index 41.93

Grain filling
rate 2.26

Grain filling
duration 23.96

Days to
flower 28.50

SC3 Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
deviation

Coefficient
of variation

94.25 82.90 127.85 101.40 10.00 9.86

8.55 8.83 13.54 10.75 0.88 8.22

15.06 8.04 24.54 14.78 3.22 21.79

5.00 3.50 8.00 5.28 0.96 18.16

23.30 18.10 25.30 21.43 1.60 7.45

4.06 2.65 4.95 3.68 0.42 11.53

3.92 3.91 5.33 4.66 0.30 6.51

45.94 32.02 48.56 41.20 3.35 8.13

1.80 1.35 2.78 1.82 0.26 14.31

21.78 16.59 35.22 26.09 3.70 14.20

16.00 13.00 31.00 22.15 4.15 18.75



Table 21. Mean square values for the 11 agronomic and grain filling traits measured in
the F3 lines of cross Stephens X SC3 grown in the field, 1985-86

Source df Mean Square

Plant Spike Grain Spikes/ Spikelets/ Kernels/ Grain Harvest Rate of Duration of Days to
height length yield plant spike spikelet weight index grain filling grain filling flower

Replications 1 7.49 0.14 7.96 0.21 0.55 0.11 0.01 27.34* 0.002 2.02 0.98

lines 85 200.03**1/ 1.56** 20.74** 1.84** 5.10** 0.36** 0.18** 22.42** 0.136** 24.45** 34.49**

Error 85 43.99 0.48 5.47 0.81 1.40 0.12 0.06 6.23 0.004 3.41 1.79

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively.
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associated with the magnitudes of the differences between the parents,

but also depended on the genetic control of the trait. Grain yield per

plant had the largest C.V. value (21.79), while grain weight had the

smallest (6.51). The C.V. values for grain filling rate and effective

duration were at intermediate level.

Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the frequency distributions for grain

filling rate, effective duration, and grain weight of the F3 lines. It

is apparent that the distribution for grain filling rate was skewed

toward the lower parent (SC3). The F3 population mean (1.82) was very

close to the mean of SC3 (1.80), suggesting the genes influencing low

filling rate in SC3 are completely dominant to their alleles in

Stephens for high filling rate. The range of F3 lines for grain filling

rate was much wider than their parents. This transgression segregation

indicated more than one pair of genes is involved in the genetic

differences for this trait between the two parents.

The distribution of the F3 lines for effective grain filling

duration was also skewed and toward the longer duration parent

(Stephens) (Fig. 14). The mean of the F3 population for effective

duration (26.09) was even longer than the parent having longer duration

(23.96). The wide range of the F3 lines showed that genetic variation

existed between the parents, even though they had small difference

between phenotypic means (Table 20).

The distribution of the F3 lines for grain weight was not

significantly skewed (Fig. 15). The mean of the F3 population was

closer to the mid-parent value. The range of the means of the F3 lines

was almost completely within the limits of the two parents. Genetic
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factors which are additive appear to be influencing the expression of

this trait.

Phenotypic and genotvpic correlation coefficients between the 11

agronomic and grain filling traits estimated from the F3 population

Phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients between various

combinations of the 11 agronomic and grain filling traits in the

population of F3 lines of the cross Stephens X SC3 are indicated in

Table 22. The grain filling rate was positively correlated with grain

yield, number of spikes per plant and grain weight. Negative

associations were observed with spike length and effective grain

filling duration. The negative correlation between grain filling rate

and number of spikelets per spike was only detected for the phenotypic

correlation.

The effective grain filling duration was positively correlated

with spike length, number of spikelets per spike and days to flower.

The positive correlation between effective filling duration and grain

weight was only significant at phenotypic level (Table 22).

The grain yield per plant was positively correlated with number of

spikes per plant, grain weight, number of kernels per spikelet and

grain filling rate. The grain yield was only phenotypically correlated

with plant height, spike length, number of spikelets per spike and

harvest index. The phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients

between effective grain filling duration and grain yield were both

positive but not significant.



Table 22. Estimated phenotypic (P) and genotypic (G) correlation coefficients between
various combinations of 11 agronomic and grain filling traits in the F3 lines
of cross Stephens X SC3 grown in the field, 1985-86 (N-86)

Character

Character

Spike Grain
length yield

Spikes/
plant

Spikelets/
spike

Kernels/
spikelet

Grain
weight

Harvest Rate of Duration of Days to
index grain filling grain filling flower

1/
Plant P 0.424** 0.210** 0.056 0.314** 0.006 0.057 -0.380** -0.059 0.076 0.070
height G 0.559** 0.162 -0.114 0.362** 0.134 0.142 -0.480** -0.121 0.181 0.067

Spike P 2/ 0.310** 0.182* 0.345** -0.046 0.163* -0.073 -0.199** 0.267** -0.046
length C 0.080 -0.108 0.048 0.148 0.096 -0.403** -0.278** 0.339** -0.020

Grain P 0.786** 0.431** 0.255** 0.517** 0.237** 0.169* 0.122 -0.092
yield G 0.784** 0.205 0.699** 0.837** 0.153 0.227* 0.134 -0.095

Spikes/ P 0.146 -0.232** 0.380** 0.018 0.240** 0.002 -0.031
plant G -0.214* 0.273** 0.826** -0.196 0.373** 0.005 -0.031

Spikelets/ P 0.041 0.180* 0.058 -0.164* 0.252** -0.022
spike 0.299** 0.139 -0.162 -0.210 0.293** 0.028

Kernels/ P 0.116 0.399** -0.046 0.094 -0.103
spikelet C 0.309** 0.801** -0.024 0.166 -0.168

Grain P 0.153* 0.161* 0.332** -0.244**
weight C 0.196 0.323** 0.088 -0.107

Harvest P 0.033 0.045 -0.128
index G 0.077 0.009 -0.172

Rate of P -0.856** -0.354**
grain filling C -0.896" -0.431**

Duration of P 0.262**

grain filling 0.463**

1/ '.** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively.
2/ Letters in this column stand for: P, phenotypic correlation coefficients; G, genotypic correlation coefficients.
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Differences of chlorophyll soectra between Stephens and SC3 analyzed by

the fourth derivative method

Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 show representative spectra, analyzed by

the fourth derivative method, of flag leaves from Stephens, SC3, and

their F1's at 0, 20, 40 and 45 days after anthesis respectively. The

bands at about 648, 684, 693 and 710 nm were sufficiently resolved to

distinguish the differences between the three genotypes studied.

At 0 and 20 days after anthesis, the spectra of Stephens showed

clear bands of both chlorophyll a (Ca) 684 and Ca 693. The bands of Ca

693 were much larger than the ones of Ca 684 (Fig. 16 and 17,a). The

spectra of SC3 had only the bands of Ca 693 at these two dates (Fig. 16

and 17,b). All samples from Stephens or SC3 showed only one kind of

spectra, but the samples from Fl had two kinds of different spectra.

Some Fl samples showed both bands of Ca 684 and Ca 693 like the spectra

of Stephens, the others had only the Ca 693 bands like SC3 (Fig. 16,c

and d).

At 40 days after anthesis, the spectra of Stephens and some of the

F1's had changed. The bands of Ca 693 became smaller, but the bands of

Ca 684 were enlarged. The characteristics of spectra of SC3 and the

other F1's were similar to those at 0 and 20 days after anthesis (Fig.

18).

At 45 days after anthesis, the spectra of SC3 and some of the F1's

changed dramatically. They also showed large bands of Ca 684 and much

smaller bands of Ca 693. The spectra of all three genotypes at this

period look quite similar (Fig. 19).
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and d) at 20 days after anthesis grown in greenhouse;
arrows indicate bands of interest
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Change of sucrose content in wheat stems during grain filling

The sucrose contents in the internode below spikes were measured

to observe the changes in assimilate supply into spikes during grain

filling from which a possible indicator of PM might be derived. The

sucrose contents of the liquid samples taken from the internode below

spikes of Stephens, SC3, and their F1's during grain filling are shown

in Figure 20. These three genotypes showed similar pattern in their

variation of sucrose content during the grain filling. The sucrose

contents in stems started at a rather low level at anthesis, then

increased in a near linear fashion until a peak was reached at about 20

days after anthesis, then fell gradually. All three genotypes were

similar as to the time that the sucrose content in stems reached the

minimum levels (about 6 to 8 Brix readings) and the PM.

On the average, the two parents had similar sucrose contents

during the time of grain filling, but the sucrose contents of Fl were

significantly lower than those of its parents through the whole grain

filling period (Fig. 20).
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Figure 20. Change of sucrose contents of liquids sampled from
the top node of stems of Stephens, SC3 and F1's grown
in greenhouse; arrows indicate the PM
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DISCUSSION

Wheat breeding, like most plant improvement programs, is a game

of numbers and probability. The more attributes required of a new

cultivar the less likely the breeder will succeed in breeding the

desired combination of genetic factors. Also, limited knowledge of the

various physiological and morphological characteristics of the plant

can make effective selection difficult.

Physiological traits that have been measured include net

assimilation rate, leaf area index, photosynthesis and respiration

rates and translocation rate of assimilates. These measurements are too

difficult and laborious to use in screening large breeding populations.

Alternatively, plant breeders have turned to studies of grain filling

rate and duration as possible measures of overall physiological

efficiency (Daynard et al., 1971; Cross, 1975; Metzger et al., 1984).

For the purpose of applying grain filling rate and duration to

breeding programs, the following questions must be answered: a) Do

differences in grain filling rate and duration exist among wheat

genotypes? b) are they related to grain yield and its components? c)

what is the nature of gene action involved in inheritance of grain

filling rate and duration? and d) can a method be developed to measure

grain filling rate and duration in large breeding populations? These

questions and possible physiological mechanisms that regulate the

process of grain filling in wheat will be discussed in light of the

results of this study.
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Indicators of ohvsiological maturity

Visual and other easily measured indicators which coincide with

the date of PM enable rapid determination of the end point of grain

filling and therefore are valuable for evaluating grain filling rate

and duration of different genotypes. Of the six visual traits observed

in this study, complete loss of green color from flag leaf, lemma and

grain occurred before PM, resulting in negative mean differences

between PM and the date of occurrences of these traits. Loss of green

color from top node, glume and spike occurred after PM. This

observation is similar to the findings reported by Pinthus (1963). He

noted that all leaf blades of wheat were withered at PM, while glumes

and culms retained some chlorophyll. As judged by mean differences

between PM and date of occurrences of the visual traits and the

performance stability of the visual traits among genotypes, complete

loss of green color from glumes seems to be the best indicator of PM

(Table 2). Hanft and Wych (1982) reported that the date of complete

loss of green color from the glumes occurred close to PM in wheat. This

visual indicator was not affected by planting date, and was easy to

determine. They suggested that it may be useful as a visual indicator

of PM. Results in this study showed that the range of differences

between PM and the date of occurrence of this visual trait (from -3.67

to 4.33 days) and the standard deviations of the differences (2.4 days)

among the genotypes measured was too large. It means that the

performance of this trait was not stable among the genotypes tested. As

such it is of questionable value to be used as a reliable indicator in

genetic or physiological studies which involve different genotypes. The
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variation among genotypes also precludes this indicator being used in

breeding programs.

In general, the measures of chlorophyll content and the spectral

analyses of chlorophyll offer more accurate estimates of PM than any of

visual traits. As noted in this investigation, care must be taken when

either visual traits or chlorophyll measurements are used as PM

indicator, as genotypes like SC3 have the capacity of retaining

chlorophyll in green tissue for certain period of time even after PM

(Fig. 11). Herzog (1982) found that genotypes with a low ratio of

source and sink size were linked with a relatively short duration of

grain filling and an almost perfect coincidence of the dates when grain

filling ceased and chlorophyll in leaves was completely decomposed.

While genotypes with a high ratio were linked with a longer duration

and a retardation of leaf senescence in relation to the cessation of

grain filling. Prolonged leaf longevity with an unchanged duration of

grain filling in wheat have been observed in field trials with

increasing late nitrogen application, and in water culture experiments

by supplying additional nitrogen or cytokinin (Herzog, 1981).

The occurrence of the shift of the second derivative spectra of

chlorophyll during grain filling in this study seems to be a clear

indicator of PM for genetic and physiological studies using genotypes

without retardation of chlorophyll in the growth chamber. However only

the change of chlorophyll content and not the shift can be used as PM

indicator under field conditions, as the environmental stresses may

cause the shift to occur earlier than PM.

The measurements of in vitro extracted chlorophyll by acetone
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require time and cause destruction of chlorophyll-protein complexes

existing in natural conditions. Use of N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) as a

solvent for chlorophyll extraction can simplify this procedure of

measuring chlorophyll, in addition to saving time. The in vivo

attenuance measurements of chlorophyll used in this study can further

save time and obtain accurate data for most studies. These techniques

offer promise in more popular applications of chlorophyll analysis in

physiological investigations.

All indicators of PM studied so far can be divided into two

groups. Those which depend on changes of chlorophyll and ones which

involved changes in the translocation system. The black layer in corn

and sorghum grains and the pigment strand in wheat kernels are examples

of indicators of PM that relate to the blocking or collapse of

translocation system. There is no valid evidence that photosynthetic

activity directly regulates the end of grain filling. Anatomically, the

translocation system is more directly connected to spikes than the main

photosynthesis system. Indicators in the translocation system would not

be interrupted by retardation of chlorophyll in some genotypes and

under certain environmental conditions. As such they should have the

potential to work better than indicators of chlorophyll changes.

In this study, the indicator best coincided with PM is the date

that sucrose content in the top node of stems fell to the minimum level

(about 6%). The Bausch and Lomb hand-held refractometer is easy to use

and convenient for field measurements. It has been commercially used to

measure the sucrose content of juices to determine proper harvesting

date of fruit crops. The technique used in this study would be
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appropriate in estimating PM in wheat. It would be adequate for

selection in advanced generations of breeding programs and

investigations with large numbers of treatments. For genetic and

physiological studies that need a high degree of accuracy, more

advanced instruments and methods that analyzes sucrose content in stems

or kernels may have to be employed.

Polynomial models fitting curves of grain filling

In addition to the visual and physiological indicators of PM,

regression models fitting the actual curves of grain filling are often

employed to estimate PM and grain filling traits in genetic and

physiological studies (Rawson and Evens, 1971; Sofield et al., 1977;

Jonse et al., 1979). In this study the results showed that the grain

dry matter increased linearly from nine days after anthesis until near

PM in all wheat genotypes grown in the growth chamber. The linear phase

of grain filling has been well documented by previous studies (Sofield

et al., 1974; King, 1974). The linear nature of the grain filling

period during the effective dry matter accumulation was also very

apparent in this study. That appears to be important in answering the

questions underlying the physiological base and genetic control of

grain filling.

Statistical analyses clearly showed that when using polynomial

models to monitor the entire period of grain filling, that the linear

variable had the largest multiple correlation coefficient (R),

Mallow's criterion (C(p)), and F values in all but one genotype tested.

Other variables in the best polynomial models selected were modifiers
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of the grain filling curves for fitting the last stage of grain

filling, which accounts for only a small part of dry matter

accumulation in grains.

Under the field conditions, the linear phase of grain filling was

shorter than those in growth chamber. The genotypes planted as winter

wheat in the field in this study exhibited about 20 days of linear

phase. Simmons and Crookson (1979) reported approximately 14 days

linear increasing period in spring wheat. The actual time of the linear

phase may change depending upon wheat genotypes and environments. The

environmental stresses under field conditions may force the grain

filling period to level off earlier than in a growth chamber. More non-

linear variables may be needed to modify the best regression models

monitoring the entire period of grain filling in the field than in the

growth chamber.

An interesting result surfaces upon comparing the grain dry matter

accumulations in growth chamber and in the field. The grain weights of

all cultivars grown in growth chamber were stable after PM. Under field

conditions the grain weights of some genotypes decreased after PM.

Rainfall and other environmental factors may have cause some loss of

grain dry matter in addition to the loss of dry matter through grain

respiration.

Jones et al. (1979) and Hanft and Wych (1982) reported a cubic

polynomial model was the best to monitor the entire period of grain

filling in rice and wheat. But Nass and Reiser (1975) found that a

quadratic polynomial sufficed to fit curves of grain filling for most

of the spring wheat cultivars tested. No such unique best model was
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found for all genotypes in this study. In contrast, the best model as

judged by ft= values of different polynomials varied among genotypes

tested.

The F1's grown in the field showed a stronger linear nature of the

grain filling period than their parents. For most Fl hybrids, such as

from the cross Stephens X SC7, the linear model was adequate and no

non-linear modifiers were needed. However for most parental cultivars a

polynomial model with the second to third power of X may be needed to

achieve the best fit. This result suggests that the grain filling

process of the Fl hybrids was less likely to be influenced by

environmental factors than their parental cultivars under the field

conditions.

Improving the best model further can be achieved either by

simplifying the model or by increasing the it-value or both. The

stepwise selection method employed in this study can simplify the 'best

model' or increase the R= value of the 'best model'. Since the grain

weights may decrease during the last stage of grain filling under the

field conditions, the best models fitting the curves of grain filling

in the field may well be different from the one's employed for growth

chamber studies. Thus, the best model may change between genotypes and

environments.

The linear models that only monitor the linear phase of effective

grain filling are probably superior to polynomial models which monitor

the entire period of grain filling. It shows the linear nature of

effective grain filling and provides a physiological base which will be

discussed later. There seems to be no valid biological reason to
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support the cubic or quadratic best models. The samples for fitting the

linear model must be taken within the limitation of linear phase of

grain filling, or the non-linear points can be eliminated from the

model by the procedure used in this study or the one suggested by

Sofield (1977).

Genetic control of grain filling traits

Breeding for the grain filling traits in wheat requires

accumulation of fixable gene effects in a near homozygeneous line. In

order to exploit different types of gene action involved in inheritance

of the traits, information regarding the relative magnitude of genetic

variance and combining ability are essential. Such information will

help the breeder in the selection of parents and breeding procedures.

Results from this study showed that significant genotypic

differences for grain filling rate, effective duration, and grain

weight existed for the experimental material used. Similar findings in

wheat and other cereals have been reported in previous studies (Rawson

and Evens, 1971; Jones et al., 1979; and Perenzin et al., 1980).

The variance analyses of the diallel indicated that the total

genetic variations for all three traits measured were associated with

highly significant GCA and SCA effects. The GCA/SCA ratio showed that

additive gene action was the main genetic component in controlling the

grain filling rate in greenhouse. This agrees with the gene action of

grain filling rate in corn reported by Cross (1975). However, the

GCA/SCA ratio and the analysis of genetic components for the field

experiment showed that non-additive gene action played a major role in
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inheritance of the trait. The analysis of the populations including

backcrosses detected significant genetic variation, with four

populations having significant additive gene action, in two populations

dominant gene action and in three populations non-allelic interactions

being detected. It seems that additive and non-additive gene actions

are both important in inheritance of grain filling rate.

Heritability estimates in the narrow sense for grain filling rate

were low. The degree of dominance for the trait was larger than 1 and

indicated that overdominance of the trait may exist in the F1's of the

diallel cross. Of the two significant dominant components detected in

the populations including backcrosses, one in the population Stephens

with SC9 grown in the field was positive, and another in the population

Hill with SC3 was negative. Genetic factors influencing high grain

filling rate could be dominant or recessive depending on the genetic

backgrounds. The mean of F3 lines from the cross Stephens X SC3 favored

the low grain filling rate parent (SC3). Transgressive segregation was

apparent with many lines exceeding the limits of their parents. This

was especially true for lines with grain filling rate lower than the

low parent SC3. A few F3 lines had a higher grain filling rate than the

high rate parent (Stephens). Here the low rate genes are partially

dominant to the high rate genes.

For the measurements of the effective duration of grain filling,

the F1's from crosses between an Oregon developed parent and a Chinese

parent in the diallel cross showed longer effective duration of grain

filling than the other F1's and parents. Fakorede and Mock (1978) and

Perezin et al. (1980) reported that the length of grain filling
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duration of improved corn hybrids greatly exceeded that of the

cultivars. While the average rate of grain filling of those hybrids was

only slightly above the cultivars. In these cases the longer duration

of grain filling seems to account for most of heterosis in grain yield

of the hybrids in corn. Should the longer grain filling duration also

be an essential attribute of wheat hybrids for commercial production,

selection for the combinations between two parents with largely

different genetic backgrounds like an American cultivar and a Chinese

one would be promising.

The results from the combining ability and genetic component

analyses of the diallel and the backcross analyses showed that both

additive and non-additive gene actions were significant. However the

non-additive gene action appeared to be more important. Cross (1979)

also found that GCA and SCA variances were both significant for grain

filling duration in F1's of a diallel cross in corn, but the variance

of GCA was much larger than that of SCA. Sorres et al. (1980) reported

a high broad sense heritability estimate (60%), but a low heritability

estimate in the narrow sense (11%) for grain filling duration in corn.

The large difference between the heritability estimates in the broad

and narrow sense suggested that non-additive was much larger than the

additive gene action for the trait. The heritability in the narrow

sense for the effective duration of grain filling estimated in this

study was also low (h =0.14).

In this investigation the genetic component analysis of the

diallel cross showed that additive X dominant interaction (F) was

positive, so there was a tendency for the genetic factors influencing
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long effective duration of grain filling to be dominant. The degree of

dominance was larger than one, further suggesting that overdominance

may exist in the F1's of the diallel cross. However, the distribution

of F3 lines of cross Stephens X SC3, in which the mean of F3 population

was larger than the parent with the longest effective duration of grain

filling (Stephens), suggested that genetic factors with non-additive

action were involved.

In six of the eight populations including backcrosses significant

genetic variations were detected for the effective duration of grain

filling. Four had significant additive components, five had non-allelic

interactions with only one dominant effect being detected. The

interactions seem to account for the most of non-additive gene action

detected in the diallel analysis. In general, both additive and non-

allelic interactions appear to be important in the genetic control of

the effective duration of grain filling.

For grain weight, the variance analyses from the diallel cross and

backcrosses analyses all indicate that additive and non-additive gene

actions were significant. The GCA/SCA ratio shows that additive gene

action was more important than non-additive gene action both in

greenhouse and in the field. Additive gene action was significant in

all but two of the populations including backcrosses where significant

genetic variations were detected. The heritability estimate in the

narrow sense was high (h-.0.71). However, the genes influencing high

grain weight were partially dominant to the low grain weight genes. Of

three cases of the backcross analyses which detected significant

dominant component for grain weight, the parents with the higher grain
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weight were dominant in two cases (positive h value in Table 18), but

recessive in the another case (negative h value). These descriptions of

the genetic control of grain weight in wheat are similar to previous

findings reported by Sayed (1979).

Relationship between grain filling traits and grain yield

The grain filling rate was phenotypically and genotypically

correlated with grain yield and grain weight in the F3 population of

cross Stephens X SC3. But the effective duration of grain filling was

only phenotypically correlated with grain weight (Table 22). These

results agreed with the previous findings reported on the relationship

between grain filling rate and yield (Nass and Reiser, 1975; Pinthus

and Sas-Shalom, 1978; Sayed et al., 1983; and Van Sanford, 1985). But

no evidence was found in this study of the relationship between

effective duration of grain filling and yield as previously reported by

Binghm (1969), Cross (1975) and Evans (1975).

Failure to detect the relationship between effective duration and

grain yield in this study resulted from the strong negative relation

between grain filling rate and effective duration (rp=-0.856, rg=-

0.903; Table 22). Poneleit et al. (1980) reported a similar negative

relationship between the two grain filling traits. A main cause of this

strong negative relation may be due to the fact that the two grain

filling traits were not measured independently in this and previous

studies. The true relationship between effective duration and grain

yield may be obscured by the negative relation between effective

duration and rate of grain filling. Results from the path coefficient
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analysis of the relationships among grain filling rate, effective

duration, and grain yield supported above assumption. The direct

effects of grain filling rate and effective duration on grain yield

were 1.76 and 1.71, respectively. For improving grain yield in wheat,

selection for grain filling rate would appear more promising if methods

of screening large breeding populations become available. But, as shown

by the path coefficient analysis, by selecting for the effective

duration of grain filling, a restricted simultaneous selection for both

grain filling rate and effective duration should be followed. The

restrictions are to be imposed to nullify the negative indirect effect

by the negative relationship with the grain filling rate, thus making

use of the positive effect on the grain yield. All the results in this

study support a general conclusion that grain filling rate had a direct

positive effect on grain yield. Grain filling duration also had a

direct positive effect on the grain yield. However the latter was

obscured by the negative relationship between the two grain filling

traits.

Physiological base of genetic variation for the grain filling traits

among the wheat genotypes

If genetic variation for the rate and duration of grain filling

exists in wheat genotypes, the question arises as to which

physiological factors are accounting for this variation. Two possible

factors that may regulate the grain filling rate are, a) the difference

in supply of assimilates to grains (Simmons et al., 1982; and Egli et

al., 1985), and b) variation in capacity of grains to utilize the
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assimilates (Asana and Williams, 1965; Jenner and Rathjen, 1978).

Numerous studies have attempted to reduce the assimilate

availability to grains by shading or defoliation, or reducing the

competition for assimilate among grains by reducing the number of

grains per spike. Most of these results show a slight increase of the

rate of grain filling during the linear phase of grain filling when

shading or/and grain removing treatments only applied at anthesis or

within a week after anthesis (Asana, 1969; Brocklehurst et al., 1978).

Simmons et al. (1982) concluded that either an increase or decrease in

assimilate supply to wheat kernels can affect grain filling rate and

final grain weight. This was true regardless of whether the kernels

have entered their period of linear dry matter accumulation before the

change is made. In their data, the most significant change in grain

filling rates were the result of early treatments (applied at

anthesis). Of 28 late treatments (applied at 14 days after anthesis),

only one significantly changed the grain filling rate. Fisher and

Hillekislamber (1978) have obtained similar results for the time effect

of kernel removal or defoliation on kernel weight. The time effect

seems to be a common and important factor in these studies. The

assumption of the direct regulation of grain filling rate by the

regulation of the assimilate supply is difficult to explain in light of

the time effect.

Results in this study showed that chlorophyll contents in flag

leaves and sucrose contents in top nodes of stems were both increasing

gradually after anthesis, achieving their peak values at about 20 days

after anthesis, and then decreasing (Fig. 10-12; Fig. 20). But the dry
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matter accumulation of grains was increasing linearly, and the grain

filling rate remained steady during the linear phase of grain filling.

The chlorophyll content seems adequate as a measure of source activity

since it roughly paralleled RuBP carboxylate activity and rates of

photosynthesis in flag leaves during grain filling (Herzog, 1982). If

the sucrose content in top nodes of stems can be considered as an

indicator of assimilates supply to grain, then these results suggest

that neither source activity nor assimilate supply regulate the grain

filling rate under normal growth conditions. The evidence from this

study seems to suggest that factors which regulate the grain filling

rate may operate within the grains themselves. Duncan et al. (1965)

reported that the rate of grain filling is not directly related to the

photosynthesis rate during grain filling, as plant parts such as the

stems can functioning as a temporary sink for assimilates. Tollenear

and Daynard (1978) suggested that the sink force of grains may affect

the rate of grain filling.

If this is the situation, the next question focuses on the

physiological base for variation in sink force of grains. Jenner and

Rathjen (1978) reported that observed differences in grain filling rate

among six cultivars could be attributed to variation in endosperm dry

matter at 19 days after anthesis. The number or/and the size of

endosperm cells may be the origin of these differences. Brocklehurst et

al. (1977) have presented evidence which suggests that the number of

endosperm cells produced before the linear phase of grain filling

affects grain filling rate during the linear phase and consequently the

final grain weight. The results from the source-sink alter studies
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could be explained as evidence that the production of endosperm cells,

and thus the capacity of the endosperm to accumulate dry matter, is

regulated by the supply of assimilates to the grain during the phase of

endosperm cell division. The time effect of the source-sink alteration

treatments on the grain filling may be evidence of the indirect

interaction between the source activity and the rate of grain filling.

Results from this investigation showed that the chlorophyll

content of flag leaves and sucrose content in the top node of stems

both achieved their maximum values at the early stage of grain

development. The early development of grain, at least during the first

three weeks after anthesis, seems not to be restricted by the

assimilate supply. Rather it was mainly determined by the genetic

potential for grain development, except under abnormal or artificial

low light conditions. This conclusion is supported by other

investigations in which dry matter accumulation in leaves and stems was

observed during this phase of grain development (Herzog and Stamp,

1982). Environmental factors such as light intensity or temperature may

also influence the grain development through their influence on the

sink force formed during the early stage of grain filling. Wardlaw

(1970) reported that endosperm cell size as well as the rate of cell

division was reduced by high temperature.

The general conclusions are that the rate of grain filling is

mainly restricted by the sink force of grains formed under normal

agronomic conditions. The potential sink force of a genotype is under

genetic control; but the actual sink force formed in field is

influenced by the environmental factors such as temperature or light
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intensity during the early stage of grain filling.

Factors causing the cessation of grain filling and which therefore

determining the duration of grain filling are less clear. Zee and

O'Brien (1970) suggested that lignification of cell wall and crushing

of the chalaza controls the duration of grain filling in wheat.

However, Lingle and Chevalier (1985) showed clear evidence that the

dramatic decrease in the rate of grain filling occurs before the

distortion and collapse of the chalaza and the phloem. The

lignification of cell wall and crushing of the chalaza is most likely a

result and not a cause of the cessation of grain filling. There is

valid evidence that temperature could change the grain filling duration

dramatically and is a major controlling factor for this attribute. High

temperatures often force the cessation of grain filling and result in

low final grain weights and grain yields in the field. The

physiological base of the temperature effect has not been established.

Environmental conditions in the field, mainly the higher temperature,

might cause the earlier decomposition of chlorophyll of flag leaves

than was observed in growth chamber in this study (Fig. 7 to 9). This

agrees with the findings reported by Wiegand and Cuellar (1981), that

temperature appear to be the dominant factor affecting the persistance

of chlorophyll in leaves, awns and glumes. The retardation of leaf

senescence in SC3 found in the growth chamber suggests that the

cessation of grain filling is not necessary to cause the chlorophyll

decomposition, thus the lack of assimilate is unlikely to be the factor

which triggered the cessation of grain filling in this case. This

conclusion does not deny the possibility that high temperature or lack
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of nitrogen could cause the early decomposition of chlorophyll. This

could force the cessation of grain filling under field conditions. This

is only an assumption and the early decomposition of chlorophyll still

could be the cause or the result of the early cessation of grain

filling.

Shift in the fourth derivative spectra of chlorophyll during grain

filling

The fourth derivative analysis of chlorophyll attenuance spectra

shows that the band Ca693 seems to go through a shift, ending up in a

form with an attenuance peak at 684 nm during grain filling. In

Stephens, since a small band of Ca684 showed in the spectra analyzed at

anthesis, this shift may start before anthesis and take a long time to

reach a high peak of 684 nm. In SC3, the shift started much later

(about 40 days after anthesis) and terminated quickly. An interest

result in this study is that the F1's of cross Stephens X SC3 seems to

show two kinds of shift patterns. Some of the Fl plants followed the

shift pattern of Stephens, and others performed as SC3. The Fl hybrid

seeds in this experiment was a mixture of the reciprocal crosses

between the two parents. This result suggested that the difference

between the two parents for the shift pattern of chlorophyll during

grain filling may be controlled by cytoplasmic factor(s). Research is

currently underway to examine this probability.

From the results of this study, it appear that the rate of grain

filling is more promising for direct application in breeding program

than the duration of grain filling. The reasons for this suggestion are
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summarized as following:

1) The rate of grain filling can be directly and relative easily

estimated by the linear regression model with reasonable accuracy.

2) Additive gene action is more important in the inheritance of

the rate of grain filling than in the duration of grain filling. Thus,

selection should be more effective for the rate of grain filling.

3) The rate of grain filling has a closer relationship with grain

weight and yield than with the duration of grain filling.

4) The linear nature of effective grain filling period and the

relationship between sink force and grain filling rate suggest a

possible physiological mechanism for the rate of grain filling.

To estimate the rate of grain filling by a linear regression model

requires that the spikes be sampled at least twice during the linear

phase of grain filling and the measurement of the final grain weight

for each genotype. This method could be used for selection in advanced

generations of breeding program. With the low narrow sense heritability

estimates found for grain filling traits in this study, selection in

later generations should be more efficient.

If the length of the growing season during grain filling is not

limiting in the target area of breeding program, a long duration of

grain filling would be a valuable trait for improving grain yield. As

discussed earlier, a restricted simultaneous selection for both grain

filling rate and duration should be followed. This compromise is

necessary due to the strong negative relationship between the two grain

filling traits. Should the growing season during grain filling limit

the duration of grain filling, the results in this study showed that
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selection for genotypes with high grain filling rate to complement the

short duration is possible. The high temperature and limited moisture

during grain filling are frequently the major factor that limits grain

yield in commercial wheat production. A search for physiological

mechanism for early decomposition of chlorophyll and premature of

plants caused by high temperature may be worth further investigations.

Screening for genotypes which are not so sensitive to temperature

extremes during grain filling may be useful for improving and

stabilizing grain yield of wheat cultivars.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this investigation were: a). To evaluate visual

and other easily measuring indicators of physiological maturity; b). To

develop the best polynomial regression model fitting curves of grain

dry weight accumulation and use it to estimate rate and duration of

grain filling; c). To detect if there is genetic variation of the grain

filling traits in the populations used in this study; d). To estimate

the GCA effects of the parents and the SCA effects of the combinations

of the parents for these traits in a 6 X 6 diallel cross; e). To

estimate genetic components and heritabilities in the narrow sense for

the grain filling traits and grain weight; f). To estimate correlation

coefficients between the grain filling traits and grain weight, grain

yield, and other agronomic traits; and g). To detect some physiological

changes occurred in source and translocation systems of wheat during

grain filling.

All experiments were conducted in the greenhouse or on the Hyslop

agronomy farm during a three year period from 1983-1986. Six wheat

parents and five hybrids were planted in greenhouse and at the Hyslop

agronomy farm in 1983-84. A diallel cross including parents and F1's

along with a second study with parents, Fl, F2, BC1 and BC2 were

planted in greenhouse and at the Hyslop agronomy farm in 1984-85.

Parents and F1's of the cross Stephens X SC3 were planted in

greenhouse, with the parents and F3 lines of the same cross also being

planted at the Hyslop agronomy farm in 1985-86. The F3 lines were taken

from individual F2 plants which were randomly harvested from the F2
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population grown the previous year.

Data were all collected from individual plants and analyzed on a

plot mean basis. The samples of spikes, flag leaves, and plants were

taken at random from each plot. The dry weight of 100-kernel from a

sample of five spikes for each plot were measured during grain filling

period in all experiments. The data for grain dry weight were used to

determine the curve of grain filling, PM, and the grain filling traits

for each plot. Six visual traits were noted for the field trial in

1983-84. Grain weight was measured for both greenhouse and field trials

in 1984-85. Evaluation of in vivo and in vitro chlorophyll content of

flag leaves and the second derivative analysis of chlorophyll during

grain filling were conducted in 1984-85. The same chlorophyll content

measurements and the fourth derivative analysis of chlorophyll and the

sucrose content in the top node of wheat stems during grain filling

were measured for greenhouse trial in 1985-86. Other traits measured

were plant height, spike length, number of spike per plant, number of

spikelets per spike, number of grains per spikelet, grain weight,

harvest index, grain yield and time to flowering for the field trial in

1985-86.

All data were analyzed by the procedures in the SAS computer

program. Analyses of variance were conducted for each experiment to

determine possible differences among experimental treatments. The

stepwise variable selection method was employed to select the best

regression model fitting curves of grain dry weight accumulation for

the field trial in 1983-84. Analyses of combining ability variances

were carried out for the grain filling traits and grain weight of the 6
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X 6 diallel cross in greenhouse and in the field. Combining ability

estimates for parent (GCA) and cross combination (SCA) were estimated.

Genetic components and heritability estimates in the narrow sense were

estimated for the grain filling traits and grain weight in 1984-85.

Phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients between the grain

filling traits and grain weight, grain yield and other agronomic traits

were obtained in 1985-86.

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions were

drawn:

1. Of the six visual traits noted, the date of complete loss of green

color from glumes was the best indicator of PM. However the variations

in this indicator detected among genotypes prevent its use in genetic

or physiological studies involving different genotypes, or in screening

breeding populations.

2. The in vivo attenuance measurement of chlorophyll and the usage of

DMF as solvent for in vitro chlorophyll extraction are good techniques

to simplify the procedure and save time in chlorophyll analysis.

3. The grain dry weight of the six wheat cultivars grown in

greenhouse increased linearly from 9 days after anthesis until PM, and

then remained constant.

4. The grain dry weight of the six cultivars grown in the field

increased linearly from 9 days after anthesis. However due to

environmental stresses in the field the linear phase was shortened and

even a decrease in grain dry weight after the PM was observed.

5. The hybrids showed stronger linear nature of grain filling than

their parents.
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6. The linear model monitoring the linear phase of grain filling was

better than polynomial models fitting the entire period of grain

filling for estimating the rate and duration of grain filling.

7. The hybrids from crosses between Oregon developed parents and

Chinese cultivars in the diallel cross showed longer effective duration

of grain filling than the other hybrids and their parents.

8. The GCA and SCA variances were highly significant for the rate and

effective duration of grain filling, and grain weight both in

greenhouse and field.

9. SC5 and SC9, presented positive and significant GCA effects for

the grain filling rate both in greenhouse and in the field.

10. Stephens had a positive GCA effect, and SC7 had a negative GCA

effect for the effective duration of grain filling both in greenhouse

and field. Stephens is a good combiner to enhance the duration of grain

filling, while SC7 would be effective in reducing the duration when

used as parents.

11. SC5, Stephens and SC9 had positive GCA effect for grain weight

both in greenhouse and field. They are good combiners to improve grain

weight in breeding populations.

12. Additive and non-additive gene actions were both significant in

inheritance of the grain filling rate, effective duration and grain

weight. Additive gene action was more important for the grain weight

and less important for the effective duration of grain filling than

non-additive gene action.

13. Narrow sense heritability estimates were low for the grain filling

rate and duration-and high for grain weight.
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14. The in vivo attenuance measurements of chlorophyll content was a

linear function of chlorophyll concentrations and highly correlated

with the in vitro extracted chlorophyll content.

15. The largest trench at about 684 nm in the second derivative

spectra of vivo chlorophyll from wheat flag leaf went through a shift

to the position less than 680 nm during grain filling. The date of

occurrence of this shift for Stephens and F1's of cross Stephens X SC3

coincided with PM. For SC3 it was significantly later than PM in the

growth chamber. For all three genotypes the shift was earlier than PM

in the field.

16. The date of complete loss of chlorophyll from the flag leaves was

close to PM for Stephens and F1's of cross Stephens X SC3, but later

than PM for SC3 in growth chamber. Chlorophyll content and the shift in

the second derivative spectra of chlorophyll during grain filling offer

a more accurate estimate of PM than any visual measurements. Since

environmental stresses may force the occurrence of the shift earlier

than PM, it may be only useful in controlled environments. The

retardation of chlorophyll in some genotypes and certain environments

also limits the application of chlorophyll content as an indicator of

PM.

17. The flag leaves of F1's of cross Stephens X SC3 had a lower

chlorophyll content than either its parents during the entire period of

grain filling.

18. The grain filling rate had a positive association with the number

of spikes per plant, grain weight and grain yield. Negative

associations were observed with spike length and the effective duration
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of grain filling at both phenotypic and genotypic levels.

19. The effective duration of grain filling was positively correlated

with spike length, number of spikelets per spike and days to flower.

The trait also had a positive direct effect on grain yield, however

this relationship was obscured by strong negative relation between the

rate and effective duration of gain filling.

20. The band Ca 693 in the fourth derivative spectra of chlorophyll

attenuance measurement went through a shift to peak position of 684 nm

during grain filling.

21. The shift of band Ca 693 had different patterns in different

genotypes. For Stephens the shift started before anthesis and took the

entire period of grain filling period to be completed; Chinese cultivar

SC3 started the shift at a later stage of grain filling and terminated

more quickly than those with Stephens.

22. All three genotypes tested showed a good agreement between the

date when the sucrose content in top nodes of wheat stems reached the

minimum level and PM. The sucrose content in the translocation system

of wheat seems to be a good indicator of PM.
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Appendix Table 1. Analyses of variance for grain filling rate,
effective duration, and grain weight for parents and F1's of
the 6 X 6 diallel grown in the field, 1984-85

Source d.f. Mean squares

Rate of Duration of 100-grain

grain filling grain filling weight

Replications

Crosses

Error

2

20

40

0.019

0.254**

0.007

1/

4.501

122.926**

2.552

0.011

2.050**

0.011

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Appendix Table 2. Analyses of variance for grain filling rate,
effective duration, and grain weight for parents and F1's of
the 6 X 6 diallel grown in greenhouse, 1984-85

Source d.f. Mean squares

Rate of Duration of 100-grain
grain filling grain filling weight

Replications

Crosses

Error

2

20

40

0.013

0.082**

0.012

1/

4.339

17.584**

7.912

0.012

1.257**

0.026

1/ *,** Significant from zero at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.
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Appendix Table 3. The best polynomial model fitting the grain filling
curves of 11 genotypes determined by the stepwise selection
method.

Genotype The best polynomial mode for the genotype

1/ 2/
Stephens Y = 8.53385 - 1.08156X1 + 0.04689X2 - 0.00053X3

Hill Y = 0.89662 - 0.13852X1 + 0.01346X2 - 0.00018X3

SC3 Y = 1.86541 - 0.27708X1 + 0.02033X2 - 0.00031X3

SC5 Y =-0.78243 + 0.01083X2 - 0.00017X3

SC7 Y =-0.46384 + 0.00905X2 - 0.00016X3

SC9 Y =-0.72968 + 0.13591X1

Stephens X SC5 Y = 4.98089 - 0.49803X1 + 0.02104X2 0.00020X3

Stephens X SC7 Y =-0.81544 + 0.14795X1

Stephens X SC9 Y =-2.06372 + 0.22248X1 - 0.00002X3

Hill X SC5 Y = 8.96736 - 1.16340X1 + 0.05260X2 - 0.00065X3

Hill X SC9 Y = 3.07255 - 0.32039X1 + 0.01673X2 - 0.00019X3

1/ V, dry weight of 100-grain during grain filling period.
2/ X1 -X3, the linear to the third power of X which stands for days

after anthesis.


